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1a. Abstract
The main objective of Lhe NASA Dilution Jet Mixing Phase I Program was to
quantify by means of parametric tests the effect of the following on the mix-
ing of a row of jets with a confined cross-flow.
•	 Jet to mainstream density ratio
•	 Flow area convergence as encountered in transition sections.
•	 Non-uniform mainstream profile upstream of dilution orifices.
The general conclusions derived from Phase I work are_
i	 o	 Jet	 spreading	 rate	 in	 transverse	 direction	 is	 increased	 with	 I
increasing J, H/D and with decreasing S/D.
0	 The density ratio has only a second order effect on the jet mixing
characteristics for a constant momentum ratio.
o	 The temperature distributions in the jet mixing region are strongly
influenced by the undisturoed mainstream profile.
	 Therefore,
	 a
superposition of	 the mainstream profile on the correlations for
isothermal mainstream conditions yields good agreement with data.
0	 Flow	 area	 convergence
	 enhances	 r-Axing	 in	 radial	 and	 transverse
directions.
	 An asymmetric convergent duct with flat wall injection
has the same jet mixing characteristics as a symmetric convergent
duct.	 An asym-metric convergent duct with slant wall injection has a
faster jet spreading rate in the transverse direction.
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1.0 SUMMARY
The main objective of the NASA Dilution Jet Mixing Phase I
Program was to quantify by means of parametric tests the effect of
the following on the mixing of a row of jets with a confined cross-
flow.
o	 Jet to mainstream density ratio
o	 Flow area convergence as enco:!ntered in transition sec-
tions
o	 Non-uniform mainstream profile upstream of dilution
orifices.
The general conclusions derived from Phase I work are:
o	 Jet spreading rate in transverse direction is increased
with increasing J, H/D and with decreasing S/D.
o	 The density ratio has only a second order effect on the
Jet mixing characteristics for a constant momentum
ratio.
o The temperature distributions in the jet mixing region
are strongly influenced by the undisturbed mainstream
profile. Therefore, a superp^isition of the mainstream
profile on the correlations for isothermal mainstream
conditions yields good agreement with data,
o	 Flow area convergence enhances mixing in radial and
transverse directions. An asymmetric convergent e,ct
w.'tti flat wall injection has the same jet mixing char .:-
teristics as a symmetric convergent duct. An asymmetric
convergent duct with slant wall injection has a faster
jet spreading rate in the transverse direction.
2.0 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
Advanced airriaft propulsion gas turbine engines i_^r civil
and military a;.plieations must provide increased power density
usually expresbed in terms of thrust or horsepower per unit air-
flow. Higher cycle pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature
(TIT) offer the greatest F^tential for increasing engine perform-
ance and reducing engine weight and size. However, because of the
higher average TIT, the gas temperature distribution must be
closely tailored for acceptable radial temperature profile and
minimal peak gas temperature.
The combustox discharge temperature quality is influenced by
nearly all aspects of the combustor design and in particular by
the dilution zone. Due to increasing burner inlet air temperature
and fuel/air ratio, an increasingly higher fraction of the com-
bustor through- flow air is needed for combustion and cooling with
correspondingly reduced airflow available for dilution purposes.
An improved understanding of dilution jet mixing processes
will result in affective utilization of the available dilution
air. The present: program has been undertaken to acquire a data
base of dilution jet mixing characteristics to develop empirical
jet mixing correlations and validate combustor analytical design
models.
The penetration and mixing of air jets directed into a cross-
stream have been investigated by many researchers. Jet trajectory
and mixing models have been developed both empirically and analyt-
ically. In the majority of the studies, the models are not
directly applicable to flows in gas turbine combustion systems due
to either an inappropriate rL!^ge of flow conditions or unrealistic
test geometries.	 In Almost all cases, correlations have been
derived using single jets disr. ,harging into a uniform cross-flow in
relatively large ducts.	 In gas turbine combustion systems, a
2
number of dilution orifices in single or multiple rows normally
inject the cooler air into relatively small annular ducts with
non-uniform flow fields, *.esulting in jet interaction with
adjacent jets and the liner walls. The availability of experi-
mental data to extend current jet mixing models to account for
these factors is limited, which results in only qualitative appli-
cation of the models by combustion engineers in actual design
practice.
The work reported in References 1 through 4 for multiple-jet
injection into a confined cross-stream provided the basis for the
program reported here. The nominal cross-flow test conditions in
those studies were: Um = 15 m/sec; T.,, = 600°R with uniform tem-
perature and velocity profiles. Dilution jet velocities (Vj)
varied over the range of 25 m /sec to 35 m/sec with jets at an
ambient temperature T  = 300°K. The .est conditions were estab-
lished based pr imarily on jet to mainstream momentum ratio
(J = Pj Vj2 /PM UId 2 ) variation frc_a 6 to 60, with density-ratio
(Pj /Pm ) variation from 1.5 to 2.5.
Jet mixing correlations were developed (References 2 and 4) in
terms of the momentum ratio and the following geometric variables:
0	 25 S/D <_ 6	 D = Dilution orifice diameter
0	 4!5H 	 1516	 H0 = Channel height at injection
plane
0	 0.25s X/H0 < 2	 X = Axial flow direction
0	 0 ^Z/S s0.5	 Z = Lateral flow direction
S = orifice spacing along the
transverse direction
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iThe main objective of the NASA Dilution Jet Mixing Phase I
Program was to quantify the effect of the fallowing factors on jet
penetration and mixing:
o	 J, HC/D, S/D, pi/P.
o	 Non-uniform cross-stream temperature and velocity main
profiles upstream of dilution orifices
o	 mold versus hot iet injection
o Cross-stream flow area convergence (accelerating cross-
stream) as encountered in practical dilution-zone geo-
metries.
The experimental effort was divided into four series of
tests:
Series 1 test objectives were to evaluate current data in
relation to previous data and correlations at comparable condi-
tions for jet mixing in a uniform cross-stream and to compare
mixing characteristics of a cold jet injected into a hot stream
versus a hot jet injected into a cold stream.
The effects of mainstream velocity and temperature profiles
on jet mixing processes were investigated in Series 2 test. Two
types of cross-stream temperature profiles were studied. A pro-
file generator was used to inject a cooler stream near the jet
injector wall with an increasing temperature profile away from the
injection wall. A decreasing radial temperature profile was used
in the second set of investigations.
Dilution zone geometric details, including flow area con-
vergence rate and shape (symmetric or asymmetric convergence),
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affect jet penetration and downstream radial profiles. The effect
of mainstream acceleration on jet mixing behavior was studied in
Series 3 tests. Both symmetric and asymmetric converging test
sections were used in this test series.
Practical dilution zone designs include both flow convergence
and profiled cross-stream. A limited study was done in Series 4
tests on quantifying the effect of flow convergence as well as
cross-stream profile on jet spreading.
In addition to the four test series described above, limited
model validation and correlation were done based upon the extension
of the correlations developed by Holdeman and Walker
(Reference 2) .
J3.0 TEST RIG AND FACILITY DESCRIPTIONS
3.1 Test Rig
A schematic layout of the jet mixing test rig is presented in
Figure 2 and a partially assembled rig in Figure 3. The main-
stream airflow is ducted from the test cell main air supply
through a 15.24-cm internal diameter pipe. A transition section
connects the inlet pipe to a rectangular cross section of constant
width (30.48 cm) and adjustable height.
A perforated plate with 25 holes of 1.43-cm diameter provides
a relatively uniform airstream upstream of the profile generator
plenum. The profile generator duct incorporates an adjustable
bottom wall to match the test section inlet height, which can varZ
from 10.16 cm to 15.24 cm.
A separate air supply enables the profile generator to pro-
vide the desired radial profile of temperature and velocity
upstream of the jet-injection plane.
A third air supply allows the dilution injection orifices to
vary jet velocity and density. A number of interchangeable dilu-
tion orifice plates and test section geometries were used to study
confined jet mixing with the mainstream. To minimize the rig heat
losses, the rig walls were insulated with a 2.54-cm thick layer of
Kaolite insulation.
In addition to a traversing P t/Ps/T rake, as shown in
Figure 2, the rig instrumentation includes a number of wall static
pressure taps and flow thermocouples.
A brief description of the profile generator, test sections,
and dilution orif.'ce plates is provided in the following para-
graphs.
6
3.1.1	 Profile Generator
A profile generator (Figure 4) provides a desired radial pro-
file in the mainstream.	 This is achieved by varying independently
the flow conditions of the approaching mainstream and the flow
injected from the profile generator. 	 As	 shown	 in Figure 2,	 a
separate air supply is used to vary the temperature and velocity
of	 the	 air	 supplied	 to	 the	 profile	 generator	 slot,	 which	 is
2.54-cm high and 29.2-cm wide. 	 The slot is fed uniformly through
an	 inclined	 perforated	 plate	 having
	 50 orifices	 of	 1.47-cm
diameter; these orifices can be seen in Figure 4.
	 The supply-air
duct dumps the air into a rectangular plenum (or settling chamber)
of 30.48 x 16.75 x 12.7-cm dimensions.
Three wall static pressure taps and one thermocouple were
used to control the plenum air pressure and temperature levels,
which,	 along with the main supply flow	 condition,	 control	 the
mainstream radial profile.
3.1.2	 Test Sections
In the present study, jet mixing was characterized for four
different test sections, as pictured in Figure 5; their important
dimensional parameters are summarized in Table I.
	 Both constant-
height and variable-height test sections were investigated.
Test	 Section I has a constant channel height (H o
 = 10.16 cm)
and slightly more than 2H0 length to allow radial profile measure-
ments at X/Ho = 0.5, 0.75,	 1.5, and 2.0.
7
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TABLE I. DEFINITION OF TEST SECTIONS ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
Test
Section
Test Section Jet Convergence
Test Height	 cm Injection Rate
Section
Number Description
Angle a
(Degrees)
-dh
cox
n ec ion
Plane
Exit
Plane
Constant
I Height
Symmetric
10.16 10.16 90.0 0
II Convergence 10.16 5.08 97.1 0.25
Symmetric
III Convergence 10.16 7.62 97.1 0.25
Symmetric
IV Convergence 10.16 5.08 104.0 0.50
Asymmetric
Flat-Wall
V Injection 10.16 5.08 90.0 0.50
Asymmetric
Inclined-
Wall
VI Injection 10.16 5.08 116.6 0.50
The same piece of hardware was used for Test Sections II and
III, which are symmetrically converging with a wall inclination
angle equal to 7.1 degrees. Consequently, the jet injection angle
is 97.1 degrees. The test section flow area convergence rate
(defined as -dh/dx) is 0.25. Test Section II exit-plane height is
5.08 cm at X = 2 Ho , and the corresponding injection to exit plane
area ratio is 2.0. Test Section III is assumed to be 10.16-cm
long with attendant exit-plane height of 7.62 cm and area ratio
equal to 1.33.
8
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Test Section IV is symmetrically converging with a con-
vergence rate of 0.5; the corresponding inclination angle is 14.0
• degcees for both top and bottom walls. Therefore, the jet injec-
tion angle is 104 degrees. The test section injection to exit
plane area ratio is 2.0.
Test Sections V and VI are asymmetric with a convergence rate
equal to that of Test Section IV. The bottom wall of Test
Section V is horizontal and the top wall inclination is
26.6 degrees with an attendant jet injection angle of
116.6 degrees. By turning Test Section V, the top wall becomes
flat (horizontal) and the jet injection angle becomes 90 degrees.
It should be noted that all test sections have a 10.16-cm
channel height at the injection plane. Consequently, the inlet
channel heights of the test sections range between 10.16 and
15.24 cm. To match the test section height, the profile generator
section height was adjusted by means of a moveable wall.
To insure well-controlled boundary layer profile at the
injection plane, a boundary-layer trip (0.41-cm high and 0.33-cm
wide) was welded to all four walls of the test sections. The trip
is located 15.24 cm upstream of the jet injection plane.
A number of static pressure taps are installed on all four
walls of the test sections. As delineated in Figure 6 for Test
Section I, a total of 32 wall statics are used to measure static
pressure distribution. Four thermocouples (two thermocouples
extending from the top wall and two through the bottom wall) are
used for monitoring the mainstream gas temperature levels. These
thermocouples are immersed 1.27 and 3.81 cm from the bottom and
top walls, respectively.
9
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3.1.3 Dilution Orifice Plate Geometry
Four circular orifice configurations, illustrated in
Figure 7, were used on the present investigation. These plates
are designated by 3-set numerals indicating aspect ratio, S/D, and
Ho/D. The aspect ratio is unity for the circular orifices. Two
orifice spacings (S/D - 2 and 4) were investigated. Similarly,
two orifice sizes (D - 1.27 and 2.54 cm) were employed, producio g
Ho/D = 8 and 4, where Ho
 (test section height at the injection
plane) is equal to 10.16 cm. Table II gives important dimensions
of the four dilution orifice plates used in the present study.
TABLE II. DESCRIPTION OF DILUTION ORIFICE PLATES
Designation
Orifice
Diameter, D
(cm)
Number of
Orifices S/D Ho/D S/Ho
01/02/04 2.54 6 2 4 0.50
01/04/04 2.54 3 4 4 1.00
01/02/08 1.27 12 2 8 0.25
01/04/08 1.27 6 4 J	 8 0.50
3.2 Test Facilities
The test rig was installed in the combustion test cell,
C-100. Three air supplies were used for setting up the required
flow conditions for the mainstream, profile generator, and dilu-
tion jets. Nonvitiated air from the laboratory compressors and
heaters was used throughout the present investigation.
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The mainstream air temperature can be regulated from ambient
to 725°K. A special preheater is used for obtaining air temper-
,	 atures above 750°K. For the majority of the test cases the main-
stream nominal temperature and flow rate were 644°K and 0.25
• kg/sec, respectively. For the test cases involving hot jet injec-
tion the mainstream nominal temperature and flow rate were 310°K
and 0.56 kg/sec, respectively. The mainstream temperature was
measured by thermocouples located at she test section entrance. A
standard ASME orifice section installed in a 15-cm inside diameter
pipe was used for measuring the mainstream airflow rate.
A second, separately controlled air supply was used for the
profile generator, which can be installed in either the top or
bottom walls of the test rig.
	 he mainstreamg 	 profile was adjusted
by varying the pressure drop across the profile generator and the
S
attendant airflow rate. The airflow rate was measured by an ASME
orifice in a 7.62-cm inside diameter pipe.
A third air supply was used for controlling the dilution jet
flow conditions, including jet velocity and temperature. For a
majority of test cases, the dilution jet air was at ambient tem-
perature and therefore no external heater was required. For hot
jet injection, an external heater supplied a nominal dilution air
temperature of 450°K. The dilution airflow rate was measured by
an orifice section in accordance with standard ASME airflow mea-
surement procedures.
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4.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
4.1 Data Acquisition
The dilution jet mixing characteristics were determined by
measuring temperature and pressure distribution within the test
section at different axial stations. A traversing probe, shown in
Figure 8, was used for this purpose.
The probe consists of a 20-element thermocouple rake sur-
rounded by 20 total-pressure sensors on one side and 20 static-
pressure rakes on the other side. The nominal transverse spacing
between the thermocouple rake and the total pressure rake is 5.08 mm;
similarly, the spacing between the thermocouple and the static
pressure elements is 5.08 mm.
The center-to-center height of the probe is 9.35 cm. The
first element is therefore located 4.05 mm from the top wall of
the constant-height test section, i.e., 0.16 D for a 2.54-cm dilu-
tion jet diameter. All the elements are equally spaced in the
vertical direction, providing a nominal spacing of 4.92 mm.
The total-pressure sensor elements are made of Inconel tubes
with an outside diameter of 0.16 cm and a wall thickness of
0.023 cm. The internal conical design of the tube at the inlet
provides a t15 degree flow insensitivity angle. The static pres-
sure tubes, similar to the total pressure sensors, are dead-ended
with four bleeding holes of 0.03-cm diameter 90 degrees apart and
0.7 cm from the tip. The total temperature sensors are type K
thermocouple wires with insulated junctions encased in 0.10-cm
inside diameter tubes, supported by 0.21 cm inside diameter
enveloping tubes. The insulated junction tubes exposed to the air
stream are 0.76-cm long. All the sensing elements have a straight
length of 1.52 cm or more before the first bend to the probe core
12
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where all tubes are inserted in a rectangular probe shield,
4.32 cm x 0.67 cm.
Th,-^ probe is mounted on a traversing system (Figure 9) that
allows travel in three directions. Thii system allows 30.48 cm
r
traverse in the X-direction (mainstream flow direction) and
22.86 cm in the radial (Y) and lateral (Z) directions with an
accuracy of ±0.015 percent.	 The flow field mapping in the
Z direction is done over a distance equal to the hole spacing (S)
for any given orifice plate. The measurements in the Z direction
were made at the planes identified by Z/S - 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0, where Z/S - 0 denotes center of
the orifice. The measurements in the X-direction were made at the
planes X/Ho = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0.	 The probe was
traversed over a matrix of 11 x 5 survey locations.
The temperature and pressure values from the test rig instru-
mentation were recorded on magnetic tapes through a central com-
puterized data acquisition system. An on-line data display system
provided real-time information on selected raw data for monitoring
the flow conditions. The raw data from the magnetic tape were
later used for detail data reduction, analysis, and correlation.
4.2 Data Reduction
The rectangular grid network at which the measurements were
made can be described with the aid of Figures 1 and 10. The
X-axis is the axis along the length of the duct in the direction of
the bulk flow. The X-0 station is located at the jet injection
plane. The Y-axis (radial direction) is the direction along the
jet injection direction. The Y=0 plane is located at the jet
orifice exit plane. The Z-axis is in the cross-stream direction.
The Z=0 plane is the vertical X, Y plane at a jet centerline. The
13
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streamwise (X) and radial (Y) distances are nondimensionalized by
Ho, the channel height at the jet injection plane. The lateral
distance, Z, is nondimensionalized by S, the dilution orifice
spacing.
The measured gas temperature distributions are presented in a
nondimensionalized form as:
Tm - T (X, Y, Z)
8( X ► Y r Z)	 T  - Tj
where,
T  or TMAIN - Mainstream stagnation temperature
T  or TJET - Jet stagnation temperature
T(X, Y, Z) =	 Stagnation temperati:re at the point (X, Y, Z) in
the flow field.
8 is a measure of the temperature change due to the jet at any
point (X, Y, Z) compared to the maximum possible temperature
change. 8 can vary from 0.0 to 1.0. 8 - 0.0 when the local tem-
perature equals the mainstream temperature and 8 - 1.0 when the
local temperature equals the jet temperature. When the jet and
the mainstream are perfectly mixed, the local temperature reaches
ideal equilibrium temperature, TEB , given by
T	 a (MoOTao + m j Tj
EB
m„ + mj
The ideal equilibrium theta (8 EB or THEB) is defined as
14
8EB s 
TM - TEB
T  - Tj
This parameter, 0 EB , provides a measure of the quality of the jet
mixing. The arithmetic average temperature (T av ) at any X plane
and the corresponding Aav - Tm-
_La )are also presented with the
Tm Tj
reduced data to provide the information on the average vclue of
the temperature field at that plane.
The measured 8 valuer: are presented in three-dimensional
(isometric) plots at each X-station. The measured 8 values are
also presented in the form of isopleths for each X-station for the
purpose of detailed comparison with correlations. These plots are
presented over a 2S span in the Z direction by assuming symmetry
of the 8 distribution with respect to the midplane between two
orifices. This assumption was invoked only for the purpose of
improving the clarity of visual presentation of the temperature
distribution. The accuracy of this assumption depends upon the
uniformity of flow distribution across the jet orifices. Pre-
liminary tests were performed to erasure that the jet mass flow was
uniformly distributed over the entire orifice plate configuration.
The isometric plots provide a convenient means of presenting the
jet trajectory and mixing. Furthermore, a comparison of the data
and correlations is presented in a two-dimensional (2-D) plot of 9
versus Y/Ho
 along the jet centerplane at each of the X/Ho
stations.
The pressure recordings from the probe rake were used to com-
pute the velocity (V(7C,Y,Z)) at the point (X,Y,Z) . An interpola-
tion scheme was used to compute the total pressure (P t ) and static
pressure (P s ) values at the point where probe thermocouples are
located. From these total and static pressures, a nondimension-
alized velocity, V(X,Y,Z)/Vj, was computed. V(X,Y,Z) is obtained
from
._ A
is
V(X,Y,Z) _ (2 (P t (X,Y,Z) - P s (X,Y,Z))/P(X,Y,Z))1/2
The jet velocity, Vi. is calculated from ORIGINAL PACE 19	 3
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V j	 4 m j / (pi N7rD2 CD)
where D is the orifice diameter, N is the number of orifices, Pj is
the jet density (P j/RT j ), and CD is the orifice discharge coeffi-
cient.
The orifice discharge coefficients were determined by measur-
ing the pressure drop across the orifice plate (without cross-
flow) for a range of mass flow rates. The discharge coefficient,
CD , was obtained from the relation
w 2
AP = 1.99	 c
P	 ACD
where, we is the corrected flow rate in lbm/sec and A is the geo-
metric area of the orifices in square inches.
Note: we = wa S • On T °R , and S = P 91
The velcc-ity vector in the vicinity of the jet injection
plane is predominantly in the radial direction. In such regions,
the velocity values obtained from the rake probe are not expected
to be accurate. For the sake of brevity, the measured velocity
distributions are not presented in thin report. However, tables
of nondimensional velocity distribution, V(X,Y,Z)/V,, will be pro-
vided for each test case in the Comprehensive Data Report (CDR) on
this program.
An important parameter relevant to the jet description is the
jet momentum ratio, J, defiled as
16
J = PjVj2/(PmVm2)
where
P  = Jet density
Pm = Mainstream density = Pm/(RTm)
V  or WET Jet velocity at the orifice Vena Contracta
V  or VMAIN Mainstream Velocity = mm/(PmAm)
Other flow parameters of interest are:
Blowing rate, M or BLORAT = PjVj/PmVm
Temperature ratio, TRATIO = Tj/Tm
Density ratio, DENRATIO = Pj/F'm
Velocity ratio = V j/V-
The geometric parameters of importance associated with the orifice
config,iration are: S/D j and Ho/D , where D  is the effective jet
diameter defined by
Dj D fC 
The quantities defined in this section define the geometric
and flow conditions of each test ^nd are reported along with the
reduced data.
17
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5.1 Series 1 Tests
The purpose of this series was to investigate penetration,
radial, and lateral mixing characteristics of cold and hot dilu-
tion jets with an isothermal, confined cross-flow in a constant
channel height of 10.16 cm. The main objectives of this series
were the following:
o	 Comparison with the NASA/Aerojet data
o	 Relative mixing characteristics of cold versus hot jet
injection.
A total of 12 data sets were taken with the orifice geo-
metrical description and nominal flow conditions listed in
Table III. Tests 1 through 8 were repeats of the cases selected
from the Aerojet study to demonstrate reproducibility of the jet
mixing data from two different rigs. Typical comparison of data
from Aerojet and the present investigation is presented in
Figure 11 for the jet centerline plane at three axial stations
TAWA III. SUIOS 1 TORT CONFIGURATIONS AND FLAW CONDITIONS
Orifice
Mainstream I	 Jet I
Hosentm Density Oquilibrius
Region
of Axial
Neasurs"nts in
TransverseVelocity Tap. Velocity Tap.
Test Dia(D) VMAIN TNAIN VJRT TJOT Ratio Ratio Tap Direction Direction
No. (ca) S/D Oo/O (0/sec) (01) (a/sec) (01) J DONRATIO THOB (X/OO) 5/5
1 2.54 2.0 4.0 15.0 650 26.0 306 5.7 2.11 0.176 0.5 - 2.0 0.0 to	 1.0
2 2.54 2.0 4.0 16.3 651 52.0 301 21.6 2.13 0.270 0.5 - 2.0 0.0 to	 1.0
3 2.54 4.0 4.0 15.2 649 25.9 307 6.1 2.12 0.107 0.5 - 2.0 -0.5 to +0.5
4 2.54 4.0 4.0 14.9 651 52.2 304 26.7 2.17 0.191 0.5 - 2.0 -0.5 to +0.5
S 1.27 2.0 1.0 15.0 649 51.9 301 25.3 2.13 0.169 0.5 - 2.0 0.0 to	 1.0
6 1.27 2.0 1.0 15.1 6S0 103.6 299 107.1 2.29 0.302 0.5 - 2.0 0.0 to	 1.0
7 1.27 4.0 1.0 15.2 651 52.1 302 26.3 2.19 0.105 0.5 - 2.0 -0.5 to +0.5
• 1.27 4.0 1.0 15.1 649 104.1 299 109.0 2.30 0.111 0.5 - 2.0 -0.5 to +0.5
9 2.54 2.0 4.0 15.4 306 109.4 511 31.0 0.62 0.113 0.5 - 2.0 0.0 to	 1.0
30 2.54 4.0 4.0 15.2 293 103.3 401 30.6 0.66 0.102 0.5 - 2.0 -0.5 to +0.5
11 1.27 2.0 6.0 13.2 290 102.2 445 30.2 0.67 0.102 0.5 - 2.0 -0.5 to +O.S
12 1.27 4.0 1.0 15.3 291 97.6 457 30.5 0.65 0.062 0.5	 - 2.0 0.0 to	 1.0
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(X/Ho
 = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0) for two values of jet momentum ratios (J
- 6.1 and 26.7) with S/D - 4 and H o/D - 4. The comparison, as
shown for Tests 3 and 4, of data from two different rigs is quite
good. Also shown in Figure 1.1 is the predicted racial profiles,	 j
using the NASA/Aerojet correlations.
The measured distribution of the nondimensionalized tempera-
ture, e, for a momentum ratio (J) of 5.74 and uniform mainstream
temperature, using the orifice plate 01/02/04 (S/D - 2, H 0 /D - 4)
is presented in Figure 12. The top part of this figure shows the
isometric plot of the 9 profiles at five axial planes of X/H o -
0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The geometrical and flow parameters
of interest are provided at the top of this figure. The bottom
part of the figure shows the measured 0 contours for the corres-
ponding axial planes. The contour values were selected to cover
the range of 9 values observed in the test. One of the contour
values selected is also the value equal to 9EB , which is 0.1759 in
this case. The locations of jet centerline and jet direction are
indicated by the arrows at the top of each contour plot and in the
isometric plots.
The mixing performance for any given configuration can be
estimated from the deviation of a distribution about 9 EB . A small
deviation from o EB characterizes nearly complete mixing of the
jet and the mainstream. The 0 E value for Test 1 is 0.1759, which
corresponds to Contour 3. 0 E contours are deformed by the pene-
tration of the jets. This deformation is gradually smoothed out
farther downstream. The location of the jet centerline can be
identified from the location of the largest contour value. For
Test 1, at X/H	 0.5, the jet centerline is inside Contour 9,
which is at Y/H	 0.34.
The spreading of the jets in the transverse direction can be
determined from the smoothness of the contour shapes. For this
test, the presence of the individual jets can be seen at X/H - 0.5
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and the jets quickly merge beyond X/H - 0.75. The locations of the
theta contour in the radial direction are not significantly dif-
ferent as X/H o increases beyond 1.0. From the 9 profiles at X/H o =
2.0 it can be seen that approximately the top half of the test sec-
tion has an air temperature less than the equilibrium temper-
ature, TEB , whereas the bottom half has hotter gases. This indi-
cates the jets have not penetrated the test section to the bottom
wall.
The predicted theta distributions for Test 1 (J = 5.74, S/D =
2, Ho/D = 4) are presented in Figure 13. The predictions are
obtained using NASA/Aerojet correlations. The top part of this
figure shows the predicted theta contours while the bottom part
provides a comparison between measured and predicted radial pro-
files of theta along the jet centerplane. Details of the
NASA/Aerojet correlations are presented in Paragraph 6.1.
Although the predicted radial profiles are in good agreement
with the measured theta profiles, significant differences in the
theta contours can be observed. The predicted theta distributions
for this test case underestimate the transverse spreading of the
jets.
The measured theta distributions for Test 2 (J = 21.59, S/D
2, Ho/D = 4) with uniform mainstream temperature (T m) are pre-
sented in Figure 14. in this case, 0 E is equal to 0.2705. The
measurements show that for J = 21.59, the jet centerline at X/Ho =
0.5 is located at about Y/H = 0.6 compared to 0.34 for J = 5.7
(Figure 12). At X/Ho = 0.5, the two jets can be separately iden-
tified and they merge gradually as X/H o increases. The varia-
tion in the radial penetration of the jets with increasing down-
stream distance is insignificant. As in Test 1, there is a top-
cold and bottom-hot profile distribution.
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The predicted theta distributions for Test 2 are portrayed in
Figure 15. The agreement between the correlations and the data is
good up to X/H o
 = 1.0. Beyond this station, some differences in the
profiles are seen.
The measured data for Test 3, with uniform Tm , J = 6.14, S/D
4 and Ho/D = 4, are presented in Figure 16. In this test case,
the jets are located farther apart than the first two tests and
0 E = 0.1074. For a constant value of J, Ho/D, the effect of S/D on
the jet mixing characteristics can be inferred by comparing
Figures 12 and 16. For S/D = 4, the data clearly shows the
presence of two separate jets at all the axial stations. If the
half-width values (from the contours) are used, it can be seen
that the jets begin to merge only at X/Ho = 2.0, whereas
Figure 12 shows that the merging is essentially complete at
X/Ho = 1.0. Spreading of the contours in the radial direction
is significantly higher in Test 3 than in Tests 1 and 2. This
demonstrates that an increase in S/D results in improving the
radial mixing and decreasing the lateral spreading rate.
The predicted theta values for Test 3 are portrayed in
Figure 17. The NASA/Aerojet correlations slightly underpredict
the jet penetration and overpredict the 0 max for this configura-
tion.
The measured results for Test 4 with uniform Tm, J = 26.71
S/D = 4, and H0 /D = 4 are provided in Figure 18. For this test con-
dition with 9E$ = 0.1915, data reveals the jets are impinging on
the opposing test section wall. The mixing in both the radial and
trari g verse directions is substantially enhanced farther down-
stream as compared to Test 2 with S/D = 2 (Figure 14).
'-
	
	
An optimum dilution orifice spacing is quite important to
ich ieving the deaired radial profiies. The profiles from Test 2
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I(Figure 14) and Test 4 (Figure 18) clearly illustrate this impor-
tance. The amount of dilution air in Test 2 is approximately
twice that of Test 4. At the same values of orifice diameter and
J, Test 2 provided a hub-peak (hot near the bottom wall) profile,
whereas in Test 4 a tip-peak profile was achieved.
The predicted results for Test 4 are presented in Figure 19.
Initially the correlations underpredict jet penetration, but far-
ther down, jet impingement is predicted to occur between 1.0 and
1.5 Ho. The predicted radial profiles are in good agreement with
the data at X/H = 2.0.
In the next four tests, the effects of H o/D parameters on the
mixing characteristics were studied. In these tests, the jet ori-
fice diameter was reduced to 1.27 cm and the channel height was
unchanged. The resultant value of Ho/D was 8.
The measured theta distributions for Test 5 with uniform Tm,
J = 25.32, S/D = 2, and H0 /D = 8 are presented in Figure 20. This
orifice plate (01/02/08) is characterized by 12 closely spaced,
small holes (D = 1.27 cm) and a large duct height to diameter
ratio. For this plate at a momentum ratio of 25.32, the data shows
.	 1
the jets have spread quickly in the transverse direction and no
individual jet shapes can be identified even at X = 0.75 H o . The
gradual radial spreading of the contours demonstrates the slow
radial jet spreading rate.
The predicted results for Test 5 are included in Figure 21.
The predicted profiles are in good agreement with the data. The
theta contour lines in both predicted and measured data are essen-
tially horizontal, indicating the completeness of the mixing in
the transverse direction. The predicted radial prot:les are in
very good agreement with the data in the entire mixing region of
interest.
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The data for Test 6 with uniform T m , J = 107.8, S/D - 2, and
Ho/D 8 are depicted in Figure 22. As observed in the results for
Test 5, the jet spreading in the transverse direction is nearly
complete, even at X/H o
 = 0.5 compared to 0.75 in the previous test
with J = 25. The data shows that even for the high momentum ratio
of 107.8, the jets do not impinge on the opposing wall. This
results in bottom-hot profiles at all axial planes.
The predicted results for Test 6 are presented in Figure 23.
The predicted profiles are in good agreement with the data up to
X/H = 1.0. Beyond this station, the predictions show different
trends compared to the data.
The measured data for Test 7 with uniform T m , J = 26.3, S/D -
4, and Ho/D = 8 are portrayed Ln Figure 24. In this test, an
orifice plate with six holes of 1.27-cm diameter was used. For
this test condition, the data shows that at X/H = 0.5, the two jets
are separately identifiable. The two jets spread in the trans-
verse direction gradually as X/Ho increases. The gradual spreading
of the contours in the radial direction with increasing X/Ho
describes the radial mixing characteristics. The mixing charac-
teristics for this orifice plate (01/04/08) are similar to that of
orifice plate 01/02/04 (compare Figures 14 and 24) at the same
momentum ratio, J.
The predicted results for Test 7 are presented in Figure 25.
The predicted profiles are in good agreement with the data. With
increasing hole spacing(S), the jet penetration is increased, as
was shoran previously for the 2.54-cm orifice diameter.
Figure 26 portrays the measured data for Test 8 with uniform
Tm , J = 109.0, S/D = 4, and H o/D - 8. For this momentum ratio, the
data reveals that the jets impinge on the opposite wall at X/H0 =
0.5. The contour plots show significantly enhanced radial and
transverse directions at stations farther downstream. It may be
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recalled that for a comparable J value no impingement was observed
with orifice plate 01/02/08, again indicating an increase in pene-
tration with increasing S/D. The predicted results for Test 8 are
presented in Figure 27. The predictions underestimate the jet
penetration at X/H o
 = 0.5 and 0.75. Jet impingement is predicted
at X/Ho
 = 1.0, while the data shows jet impingement at X/H o
 = 0.5.
A similar trend was also observed for orifice plate 01/04/04.
The next four tests demonstrate the effect of density ratio.
In these tests, a cold mainstream and hot jets were used. Tests
were conducted with all four orifice plates and uniform mainstream
temperature distribution.
Figure 28 portrays the measured data for Test 9 with heated
jets at J = 31.0, S/D = 2, and Ho/D = 4. Comparison of these data
with the results for cold jets at a comparable momentum ratio, J,
and the same S/D and Ho/D (Figure 14) reveals very similar a dis-
tributions.
The predicted results for Test 9 are presented in Figure 29.
It is emphasized that the NASA/Aerojet correlations do not explic-
itly include the effects of density ratio since it was considered
to be of second order in magnitude. However, the density ratio is
taken into account in determining the nondimensional equilibrium
temperature, 0 EB , which is used for predicting the theta distribu-
tion. Comparison between Figures 29 and 15 shows very nearly the
same type of profiles. These comparisons reveal the effect of
density ratio on the jet mixing characteristics is relatively
weak,
Test 10 was performed with heated jets at J = 30.64, using
orifice plate 01/04/04 (S/D = 4, Ho/D = 4) . The measured theta dis-
tributions for Test 10 are depicted in Figure 30. For this case,
jet impingement is observed at X/H o = 1.0. At X/Ho = 0.5 and 0.75,
the jets are separate. 	 Beyond the point of impingement, an
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ienhanced mixing in radial as well as transverse direction is
evident.
• The predicted results for Test 10 are provided in Figure 31.
The predicted profiles are in good agreement with the data. Com-
parison of this figure with Figure 19 shows that for a comparable
momentum ratio, jet impingement on the opposite wall is observed
with cold jets even at X/H o
 = O.S. However, the 9 profiles for hot
and cold jet cases are very similar.
Figure 32 shows the data for Test 11 with hot jets, J =
30.19, S/D = 2, and Ho/D = 8. The jet spreading in transverse
direction is faster compared to that in the radial direction.
The predicted results for Test 11 are presented in Figure 33.
The predicted 9 profiles are in good agreement with the data
although the predicted 8 values are slightly higher than the mea-
sured values. Notwithstanding this difference, which is of
second-order magnitude, the correlations show the same nature of
jet mixing characteristics as the data. The data for this case
are very similar to the characteristics for cold jet injection
(Figure 20).
The measured theta distributions for Test 12 with heated
jets, J = 30.53, S/D = 4, and Ho/D = 8 are presented in Figure 34.
The data shows the presence of two individual jets at X/Ho
 = 0.5.
The two jets mix we.11 with each other rapidly, and at X/H o
 = 1.5,
the mixing is nearly complete, as indicated by nearly horizontal
contour lines. The radial jet spreading rate is slower compared
to that in the transverse direction.
The predicted results for Test 12 are presented in Figure 35.
The predicted profiles have the same shape as the data, and the
predicted 8 values are slightly higher than the measured values.
The 0 distributions for heated jets are quite similar to that for
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cold jets, indicating a weak influence of density ratio on jet
mixing characteristics.
The first 12 tests presented thus far cover the Series 1
tests. In analyzing these tests, the parameter, orifice spacing (S)
to duct height (H) ratio, S/H, was considered only implic-
itly. For the orifice plate 01/02/08, S/H = 0.25, while S/H = 0.5
for orifice plates 01/02/04 and 01/04/08 and S/H = 1.0 for orifice
plate 01/04/04. From the results presented in this paragraph
(5.1), it is seen that the transverse or lateral ;nixing is
enhanced as S/H decreases. Furthermore, the jet penetration is
increased with increasing value of S/H. As reported in Refer-
ence 2, the coupling of J and S/H parameters is thus an important
criterion for describing the jet penetration and mixing character-
istics.
5.1.1 Conclusions for Series 1 Tests
The Series 1 tests were conducted with constant duct height
and uniform cross-flow temperature distribution. Four different
orifice plate geometries were used to study the jet mixing charac-
teristics. From these test data, the following conclusions are
made:
o A good agreement between the present data and previous
data and correlations (References 1 through 4) has been
obtained.
o
	
	
The jet penetration distance (Yc/H O ) increases with
increasing momentum ratio (J) and orifice diameter (D).
o For a given duct height to diameter ratio (H o/D), the
lateral mixing, that is, the jet spreading rate in the
transverse direction, is enhanced with increasing
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momentum ratio, J, and decreasing spacing to diameter
ratio, S/D.
•	 For a given S/D, the lateral mixing is increased with
increasing J and Ho/D.
•	 The radial mixing, that is, the jet spreading rate in the
vertical direction, is enhanced with increased jet pene-
tration.	 This is highlighted in the case of jet
impingement on the opposite wall.
• The penetration of a hot jet in a cold cross-flow is
very similar to that of a cold jet in a hot cross-flow
at constant J. Although the hot jet penetration is
slightly smaller (less than 5 percent) than the cold jet
penetration at X/Ho
 = 0.5, the differences are minimal
farther downstream. Th,= density ratio effects are, at
best, of second-order :magnitude and can be neglected for
a first-order approximation, provided the momentum
ratio values, J, are the same.
• The NASA/Aerojet correlations are accurate to first
order and provide a useful tool for predicting the jet
thermal centerline trajectory and temperature profiles.
The temperature profiles are well described by the cor-
relations except very close to the jet injection plane,
especially when jet impingement occurs.
5.2 Series 2 Tests
The objective of this series of tests was to investigate the
interaction of the jets with a non-uniform cross-flow temperature
distribution in a constant area duct. A non-uniform mainstream
temperature profile is generated by using the profile generator as
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described in Section 3.0. Six tests were conducted in ,Series 2
with orifice geometries and nominal flow conditions as listed in
Table IV.
VMLS IV. 15010 2 TRST CONFIGURATIONS AND FLOW CONDITIONS
Test
NC.
Orifice
Dia(D)
(on; S/D N
Mainsstrem
velocity
VMAIN
(M/NC) MAIN(OR)
Jet
velocity
VJST
(N/sec)
TJST
(	 )
Nontuna
Ratio
J
Density
Ratio
DSWRATIO
Squiltbri uo
Tap
Ton
R.q on
of Axial
Direction
(X/20)
Naasuraents in
Traftewse
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Tests 13 through 16 were conducted with the mainstream tem-
perature profile cold near the jet exit plane (top) and hot at
the bottom of the duct. These test conditions are referred to as
"top cold".
Tests 17 and 18 were conducted with an inverted temperature
profile: hot at the top and cold at the bottom. These two test
conditions are identified as "top hot".
The temperature profiles used for these six tests are
depicted in Figure 36, in a nondimensionalized form, 0p:
Tmax	 T  (Y)
8p(Y) _T max_ T 
where
Tmax = 
Maximum value of the profiled mainstream stagnation
temperature
T  (y) = Local value of the mainstream star.,acion temperature
upstream of the jet injection plane.
1
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T j = Jet stagnation temperature.
The nondimensionalized temperature variable, 0, represents
the ratio of the actual temperature change due to the dilution
jets to the maximum possible temperature change for any given flow
condition. Consequently, the value of 0 will always be between 0
and 1. For Series 2 tests, the maximum possible temperature
change is (T 
max- 
T j ). Thus, the definition of 0 is modified for
the tests with profiled mainstream as
9s
where T is the local temperat
sistent with this definition
tions were also modified.
included in Paragraph 6.1.
(T 
max	
T)
(T 
max T j )
ure in the mixing region. To be con-
of theta, the NASA/Aerojet correla-
Details of the modifications are
The measured theta distributions for Test 13 with top cold
profile, J = 22.63, ;/D - 2, and H o/D - 4 are presented in
Figure 37. An extent of the radial and lateral jet spreading
rates can be obtained from the distortion and spreading of the
contours.
Fe, r Test 13, at X/ti o
 s 0.5, two distinct jets can be asso-
ciated with the dip in the contours around the jet injection loca-
tions. However, at X/H o
 = 1.0 and farther downstream, the contour
1 4 nes tend towards a horizontal line, indicating a tendency
towards complete lateral mixing. It is also interesting to note
that once the contour lines become nearly horizontal, the spread-
ing in the radial direction is enhanced.
Figure 36 portrays the predicted theta distributions for
Test 13. The predicted results were obtained by superposing the
mainstream theta profile, a p (Y), on the NASA/Aerojet correlations
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lfor uniform mainstream temperature. Detailed descriptions of
these correlations are provided in Paragraph 6.1. The predicted
theta profiles are not in good agreement with the data, although
they show the same qualitative profiles. This suggests that the
superposition method is perhaps valid if a suitable scaling
parameter is employed for the profiled mainstream theta, ep(Y).
The measured theta distributions for Test 14 with top cold
profile, J - 7.5, S/D - 4, and H/D = 4 are presented in Figure 39.
	 .
In these figures, the modulation of the 9 concours around the
location of the jets is evident. Comparison of these figures
with those in Figure 37 shows a substantial reduction it both
lateral and radial mixing. This is largely jue to the lower
J value and a higher S/H o ratio.
The predicted theta distributions for Test 14 are presented
in Figure 40. The predicted profiles seem to overestimate the
lateral mixing, while the jet centerplane radial profiles are in
qualitative agreement with the measured profiles. It is also
interesting to note that the major part of the differences between
the data and correlations is in the region where the profiled
mainstream temperature is cold (near the top for this test case).
The data for Test 15 are depicted in Figure 41. This test
was conducted with c;op cold profile, J = 109.9, S/D = 2, and H o/D =
8. The 0 contours are nearly flat, even at X/H o
 = 0.5, indicating a
high lateral mixing. The gradual movement of the contour loca-
tions toward the top wall provides an idea of the relatively slow
jet spreading rate in the radial direction. The dominance of the
mainstream profile is clearly seer in the isometric plots.
The predicted results for Test 15 are portrayed in Figure 42.
The predicted contours are horizontal lines, indicating the high
lateral mixing rate. The radial profiles between the data and
correlations are again in qualitative agreement.
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Figure 43 depicts the measured theta distributions for
F Test 16, with top cold profile, J = 22.55, S/D = 4, and H o/D = 8.
At X/Hu = 0.5, the 8 contours are modulated by the jet and these
distortions are gradually smoothed out farther downstream. The
spread of the contours in the radial direction is gradual,
indicating a slow radial mixing rate.
The predicted results for Test 16 are presented in Figure 44.
The radial profiles are in good a greement near the bottom and in
qualitative agreement near the top. This trend was also noted in
Tests 13 through 15.
The next two tests were conducted with an inverted mainstream
temperature profile, namely, hot at the top and cold at the bot-
tom. Figure 45 portrays the measured results for Test 17 with top
hot mainstream temperature profile, J = 22.14, S/D = 2, and H o/D =
4. The isometric plots show the dominance of the profiled main-
stream. At X/H o = 0.5, the distortion of the 4 contours around the
jet injection indicates the extent of jet penetration. These dis-
tortions are smoothed out at X/H o = 1.5. The radial mixing charac-
teristics are seen from the relatively rapid changes in the con-
tour locations in the radial direction.
Figure 46 portrays the predicted theta distributions for
Test 17. The predicted prof-i les are in good agreement with the
data, especially at X/H o = 0.5. It is also interesting to note
that the differences in the profiles between data and correlations
are more pronounced in the colder part of the duct (near the bottom
in this test case).
The measured theta distributions for Test 18 with top hot
mainstream temperature profile, J = 27.69, S/D = 4, and H o/D = 8 are
presented in Figure 47. As observed in the previous test case,
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the lateral mixing appears to be rapid. The dominance of the pro-
filed mainstream on the theta distribution throughout the mixing
region is seen clearly in the isometric plots.
Figure 48 presents the predicted theta distributions for
Test 18. The predicted profiles are in good agreement with the
:measurements, especially at stations closer to the jet injection
plane (X/Ho
 = 0.5 - 1.0).
5.2.1 Conclusions for Series 2 Tests
Series 2 tests consisted of six
duct and profiled mainstream temperate
stream temperature profiles employed
top hot profiles. Four orifice plate
study the jet mixing characteristics.
are made from these tests:
tests with constant height
ire distribution. The main-
included both top cold and
configurations were used to
The following conclusions
o	 A new definition for nondimensional temperature, 0, is
needed for analyzing the jet mixing characteristics.
o The jet spreading characteristics with profiled main-
stream are very similar to those with uniform mainstream
temperature profile.
o The radial temperature profiles in the mixing region are
strongly influenced by the mainstream profiles upstream
of the jet injection plane.
o The superposition procedure used for modifying the
NASA/Aerojet correlations is reasonably good. This is
seen from the good qualitative agreement between the
data and correlations. Some of the differences in the
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agreements may be due to the distortion of the main-
stream temperature profile downstream of the jet injec-
tion plane. These differences between correlations and
data can be reduced by using an appropriate scaling
parameter on the superposition scheme employed.
5.3 Series 3 Tests
The objective of the Series 3 tests was to investigate the
penetration and mixing characteristics of cold dilution jets
injected into an isothermal cross-flow in a converging duct.
These tests can be divided into two segments based upon the geo-
metry of the convergent ducts:
o	 Symmetric convergence (Test Sections II and IV)
o	 Asymmetric convergence (Test Sections V and VI)
For each of the test sections, two orifice plates (01/02/04
and 01/04/08) were used, and two momentum ratios were selected for
each orifice plate. A total of 16 tests were performed in
Series 3 with orifice geometrical description and nominal flow
conditions as listed in Table V. Tests 19 through 26 were con-
ducted with symmetrical convergence, and Tests 27 through 34 were
conducted with an asymmetrically convergent test section. All the
convergent test sections used in these tests (shown in Figure 5)
have the same area ratio, AO/Amin - 2, where Ao is the duct area at
the jet injection plane and Amin is the minimum area of the duct.
The results for symmetric convergence are presented in Paragraph
5.3.1 and for asymmetric convergence in Paragraph 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Symmetric Convergence Test Sections
The two symmetric convergence test sections used in these
tests were Test Sections II and IV.	 (See Figure 5.)	 Uniform
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mainstream temperature and velocity profiles were generated at the
jet injection plane. All these test sections have a duct height
(H o ) of 10.1.E cm at the jet injection plane.
Test Section II is a symmetrically convergent duct with
channel height reduction from 10.16 cm (4 in.) to 5.08 cm (2 in.)
over a length of 20.32 cm (8 in.). Test Section IV has a channel
height reduction from 10.16 cm (4 in.) to 5.08 cm (2 in.) over a
length of 10.16 cm (4 in.) .
Since the Series 3 tests were performed with uniform main-
stream temperature profiles, the definition of theta needed for
analyzing these data is identical to those used in Series 1,
namely,
T
m
 Mainstream stagnation temperature
T Local stagnation temperature
T j	Jet stagnation temperature
The measured theta distributions for Test 19 with Test Sec-
tion II, J - 27.09, S/D - 4, and H o/D - 8 are portrayed in Fig-
ure 49. For Test Section II, the jet injection angle is
97.1 degrees and measurements were made at four axial planes. For
orifice plate 01/04/08, the measurements were taken at
X/Ho = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. Figure 49 shows the presence of
two distinct jets at X/H o
 = 0.25 and 0.5. At X/Ho
 = 1.0, the two
jets begin to diffuse w i th each other and at X/H o
 = 2, the contour
lines are almost horizontal, indicating nearly complete mixing in
the lateral direction.
Comparison of Figures 49 and 24 reveals the effect of conver-
gence on the jet mixing characteristics. These two figures cor-
respond to the same orifice configuration at a comparable momentum
ratio. For both cases, the jet centerline is located at about
50 percent of local channel height at X/H o
 = 0.5 and 1.0. The jet
spreading rate in the radial direction is significantly faster in
the convergent duct than in the constant area duct. The jet
spreading rates in the transverse direction for the two cases are
nearly the same.
The predicted theta distributions for Test 19 were obtained
by modifying the NASA/Aerojet correlations for a convergent duct.
In a convergent duct, the local mainstream velocity, Vm(X),
increases with x according to the relation
VmMA 
V 	 A(X)
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where A  is the duct cross-sectional area at the jet injection
plane, A(X) is the local duct cross-sectional area, and V  is the
mainstream velocity at the jet injection plane. For low Mach num-
bers, the density variation with X can be neglected. Thus, the
equivalent momentum ratio at any axial station can be expressed
as:
= 
P
, i i S P - 3	 V02Jeq Pm 
Vm2 (X)
	 Pm Vol Vm2 (X)
2
Thus,	 Jeq Jo 
(A,?,))
A0
where J o is the momentum ratio at the jet injection plane. Pre-
dictions for convergent ducts were obtained by using the equiva-
lent momentum ratio, J eq , in the NASA/Aerojet correlations. These
results are presented in Figure 50 for Test 19. The predicted
radial theta profiles are in very good agreement with the data at
X/Ho = 0.25 and 0.5. The agreement between data and correlations
is qualitatively good at X/H o
 = 1.0 and X/Ho = 2.0. The acceler-
ating flow in the convergent duct enhances mixing in radial and
transverse directions. Although the correlations correctly pre-
dict the jet penetrations, the enhanced mixing due to convergence
is not properly taken into account.
Figure 51 illustrates the measured theta distributions for
Test 20 with Test Section II, J = 102.5, S/D = 4, and H o/D = 8.
For this condition, the jets impinge on the opposite wall even at
X/Ho = 0.25, followed by a rapid mixing in the transverse direc-
tion. The theta distributions for this case are similar in char-
acteristics to those with constant area duct. (See Figure 26.)
The predicted results for Test 20 are presented in Figure 52.
The predicted profiles are in very good agreement with the data at
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rX/Ho = 1.0 and 2.0. In regions closer to the jet injection plane,
the jet penetration is underpredicted. It is recalled that even
in Series 1 test cases, the NASA/Aerojet correlations underpre-
dicted the jet penetrations for high momentum ratios.
F	 ,
The measured theta distributions for Test 21 are shown in
Figure 53. Test 21 was performed with Test Section II, J = 6.7,
S/D = 2, and H o/D = 4. For this orifice plate, measurements were
taken at X/Ho
 = 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 2.0. At the momentum ratio of
6.76, the jets penetrate to about Y/H = 0.4 at X/H o
 = 0.5 and
gradually diffuse in radial and transverse directions. The radial
mixing rates in this case are slightly faster than that with
uniform duct height at the same momentum ratio. (See Figure 12.)
The predicted results for Test 21 are presented in Figure 54.
The predicted theta profiles are in good agreement with the data
at X/Ho
 = 0.5. Beyond this station, the predicted theta values
are slightly larger, but the shapes of the 0 profiles are cor-
rectly predicted.
The measured theta distributions for Test 22 with Test Sec-
tion II, J = 26.07, S/D = 2, and Ho/D = 4 are illustrated in Fig-
ure 55. For this momentum ratio, the jet penetration is about
60 percent of the local duct height at X/H o = 0.5, the jets grad-
ually diffuse deeper, and at X/H o
 = ^.C, the jet centerline is
located near Y/H = 1.0.
The predicted theta values for Test 22 are portrayed in Fig-
ure 56. The predicted radial profiles are in good agreement with
the data, especially in regions close to the jet injection plane.
The predicted theta values are slightly higher than the measured
values although the profile shapes -are correctly predicted.
The next four test cases correspond to the measurements taken
with Test Section IV. The measured theta distribution with Test
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Section IV, J 21.07, SID - 4, and Ho/D - 8 are presented in Fig-
ure 57. At X = 0.25, two separate jets are observed which rapidly
diffuse in the lateral direction. For Test Section IV, the jets
are injected at an angle of 104 degrees. The upstream component
of the jet momentum tends to enhance the mixing in both radial and
transverse directions.
Comparison of Figures 57 and 49 shows the effects of
different convergence rates. For Test Section IV, at X/H o	1,
the area ratio, AO/A, is 2.0. For Test Section II, at X/Ho 1,
the area ratio, Ao/A, is 1.33. With increasing convergence rate
(area ratio), jet penetration is also increased. Furthermore, the
lateral jet spreading rate is increased with increasing area
ratio.
The predicted results for Test 23 are presented in Figure 58.
The predicted distributions are at best in qualitative agreement
with the data. The correlations underpredict the jet penetration.
Some of these differences are due tc the effects of jet injection
angle, which are neglected in the correlations. Furthermore, the
predicted theta values are slightly higher than the measured
values.
The measured theta distributions for Test 24 with Test Sec-
tion IV, J = 85.84, SID = 4, and Ho/D = 8 are presented in Fig-
ure 59. For this momentum ratio, the jets impinge on the opposite
wall, followed by an enhanced lateral mixing. Figure 60 illus-
trates the predicted theta profiles for Test 24. The predicted
profiles are in poor agreement with the data. The correlations
underpredict the jet penetration.
.The measured theta values for Test 25 with Test Section IV, J
6.73, SID = 2, and H o/D = 4 are shown in Figure 61. For the low
momentum ratio of 6.73, the jets penetrate up to about 40 percent
of the local channel height. The mixing in the transverse direction
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is very slow, as evidenced by the contour shapes. The predicted
results for Test 25 are portrayed in Figure 62. For this case,
•	 the correlations overpredict the penetration and the predicted
theta values are significantly higher than the measured values.
Comparison of Figures 61 and 53 shows that the mixing charac-
teristics for Test Section IV are very similar to that of Test
Section II.
The data for Test 26 with Test Section IV, J - 26.73, S/D -
2, and Ho/D = 4 are illustrated in Figure 63. In this case, the
jets penetrate up to about 65 percent of the channel height at
X/Ho
 = 0.5 and gradually reach the bottom wall at X/Ho
 = 1.0. The
individual jet contours are clearly seen until the jet centerline
reaches the opposing wall. The predicted results for Test 26 are
presented in Figure 64. The predicted profiles are in good quali-
tative agreement with the data. The predicted theta values are
higher in magnitude compared to the measured theta values. The
jet mixing characteristics for this case are very similar to those
with Test Section II. (See Figure 55.)
5.3.2 As Metric Convergence Test Sections
The following eight tests (Tests 27 through 34) were per-
formed with asymmetric Test Sections V and VI. Test Section V is
a duct with rectangular cross-section with a flat wall on one side
and a slant wall on the opposite side, such that the channel
height reduces from 10.16 cm (4 in.) to 5.08 cm (2 in.) over a
length of 10.16 cm (4 in.). The jets are injected from the flat
wall (jet injection angle is 90 degrees).
Test Section VI has the same geometry as Test Section V, but
the jets are injected from the slant wall. The geometry of the
test sections is illustrated in Figure 5.
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1The tests with asymmetric converging ducts were performed
with orifice plates 01/02/04 and 01/04/08, with two momentum
ratios for each orifice plate as listed in Table V. Measurements
were made at X/Ho = 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 with orifice plate 01/04/08
and at X/Ho = 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 with orifice plate 01/02/04.
The measured theta distributions with Test Section V. J =
27.18, S/D = 4, and Ho/D - 8 are portrayed in Figure 65. At X/H o =
0.25, the jet centerline penetration is at about Y/H = 0.5 and the
jet gradually penetrates farther with increasing X/Ho , but does
not reach the opposite wall.
Figures 57 and 65 provide a comparison between the jet mixing
characteristics for symmetric convergence and asymmetric conver-
gence with flat wall injection. These two figures show nearly the
same theta distribution at all X/Ho
 locations. This suggests that
the jet mixing characteristics for flat wall injection are almost
identical to that in a symmetrically convergent duct at the same
orifice and flow conditions.
The predicted results for Test 27 are presented in Figure 66.
The predicted profiles are in very good agreement with the data
except at X/Ho = 1.0. The theta values predicted are slightly
higher than the measured values at most of the axial stations.
The measured theta values for Test 28 with Test Section V, J
106.7, S/D = 4, and Ho/D = 8 are presented in Figure 67. For
this momentum ratio, the jets impinge on the opposite wall at X/Ho
= 0.25. The jets mix rapidly in both radial and transverse direc-
tions. The jets merge with each other at X/Ho
 = 0.5. The pre-
dicted results for Test 28 are shown in Figure 68. The predicted
theta radial profiles are in good agreement with the data.
In this test case, measurements were made only up to Y/H =
0.75 at X/Ho = 0.25. However, the contour plots for these cases
were obtained by using extrapolated values beyond that region.
The extrapolated values were obtained by using a cubic spline
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curve fit.
	 This was done only for the purpose of clarity in
presenting the data.
Comparison of Figures 67 and 59 shows that the asymmetric
convergence with flat wall injection has the same theta distribu-
tion as the symmetric nonvergence with the sa*-. area reduction.
E The test results for Test 29 with Test Section V, J - 7.07,
S/D = 2, and H0 /D - 4 are illustrated in Figure 69. At this low
momentum ratio, the jets remain sepa:ate as far downstream as X/Ho
1.0. The radiate and lateral mixing rates are quite slow as
evidenced by the shape and size of the contours. The predicted
results for Test 29 are presented in Figure 70. The predicted
radial profiles are in qualitative agreement with the data, and
the predicted theta values are significantly higher than the mea-
sured values. This trend has been observed for most of the
Series 3 tests. Furthermore, the predicted jet penetrations are
slightly deeper than that seen from the test data for this case.
The theta distributions for this test case are very similar to
those with symmetric convergence. (See Figures 61 and 69.)
The measured theta values for Test 30 with Test Section V, J
- 27.31, S/D - 2, and Ho/D = 4 are presented in Figure 71. At X/Ho
= 0.5, the jets penetrate up to about 65 percent of local channel
height and they gradually reach the opposite (slant) wall at
X/Ho
 = 1. The jet spreading rate in the radial direction appears
to be faster than that in the transverse direction. The predicted
theta distributions for Test 30 are portrayed in Figure 72. For
this test condition, the predicted and the measured radial pro-
files are in good agreement at X/H o
 - 0.5 and are in only qualita-
tive agreement farther downstream. As observed in the other test
cases in Series 3, the predicted theta values are slightly hiqher
than the measured values. Figures 71 and 72 show distributions
very similar to those in Figures 63 and 64. This re-enrphesizes
the similarity in the jet mixing characteristics of Test Sec-
tions IV and V.
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The following four test cases were taken with Test Sec-
tion VI, where the dilution jets were injected from the slant
test section wall. The jet injection angle for these cases is
106.6 degrees. The jets are injected in the upstream direction,
an d are expected to alter the mixing characteristics compared to
the 90-degree injection case associated with Test Section V. Com-
parison of the data for these two test sections provides infor-
mation about the mixing characteristics at two different injection
angles with asymmetric convergence.
The measured theta distributions for Test 31 with Test Sec-
tion VI, J - 26.59, S/D - 4, and H o/D - 8 are given in Figure 73.
At X/Ho
 - 0. 25, the jet penetration is at about 60 percent of
local duct height and the penetration gradually increases farther
downstream. TY.e lateral mixing is significantly higher for this
test section compared to that with Test Section V. (See Figure
65.) This is primarily due to the upstream injection.
The predicted theta distributions for Test 31 are portrayed
in Figure 74. The correlations underpredict the jet penetration
and overestimate the theta values compared to the measurements.
The correlations do not properly account for the effects of the
jet injection angle, which is primarily responsible for the poor
agreement with the data.
Comparison of Figures 74 and 66 reveals that the correlations
predict the profiles more accurately for flat wall injection than
for slant side injection. Furthermore, it is seen that the jet
penetration with slant side injection is deeper than that
with flat wall injection.
The measured data for Test 32 with Test Section VI, J -
107.8, S/D - 4, and H o/D = 8 are illustrated in Figure 75. For
this momentum ratio, the jets impinge on the opposite (flat) wall.
A comparison of Figure 75 with Figure 67 for flat wall injection
4?
at a comparable momentum ratio shows that with tiae slant wall
injection, the jet spreading rate in the transverse direction is
significantly faster, while the radial jet spreading rates are
nearly the same. The predicted results for Test 32 are illus-
trated in Figure 76. The correlations underpredict the penetra-
tion at X/Ho = 0.25 and 0.5, and the agreement between data and
correlations is poor. At X/H o - 1.0, the agreement between the
two centerplane profiles is very good.
Figure 77 illustrates the data for Test 33, with Test Sec-
tion VI, J = 7.05, S/D = 2, and Ho/D = 4. The jets penetrate to
about 40 percent of the duct height at X/H o = 0.5 and the jet cen-
terline and gradually return to the injection wall. Comparison
of this figure with Figure 69 shows that for slant wall injec-
tion at J - 7.05, the lateral jet spreading rate is slightly
faster than that for flat wall injection. The radial jet spread-
ing rates are not significantly different between these two cases.
The predicted results for Test 33 are portrayed in Figure 78. The
predicted jet penetrations are slightly deeper than the measured
ones and the predicted theta values are higher than the measured
values. The correlations aLe, however, in good qualitative agree-
ment with the data.
The data for Test 34, with Test Seztion VI, J = 26.4, S/D =
2, and H o/D = 4 are illustrated in Figure 79. At X/H o = 0.5, the
jets penetrate up to about 70 percent of the local duct height and
reach the opposite (flat) wall at X/H o = 0.75. Cc,..paring this
test case with Test 30 (Figure 71) shows that the lateral mixing
is Enhanced with slant wall injection. The mixing in the radial
lirec}ion is accelerated after the jet centerline reaches the
opposite wall. The predicted theta values for Test 34 are por-
trayed in Figure 80. The correlations slightly underpredict the
jet penetration and overpredict the theta values. The higher
theta values are a result of underestimating the mixing rate in
the correlations.
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Interactions between a row of jets with cross-flow in a con-
vergent duct were studied. Two geometric orifice configurations
and two flow conditions for each convergent duct were considered.
Symmetric and asymmet_i convergent test sections with uniform
mainstream temperature and velocity profiles were used in Series 3
tests. The following conclusions are drawn from th ose tests:
o Mixing is generally enhanced by flow area convergence.
The jet spreading in radial and transverse lirections
occurs within a shorter distance from the jet injection
plane than in the case with a constant area duct.
o
	
	
The jet penetration is slightly reduced in symmetric
convergence Test Section II compared to those in a
constant cross-sectional area duct. For Test Sec-
tion IV, the jets are injected upstream at a higher
angle toward a reTion of higher cross-sectional area,
where the mainstream velocities are lower. Regions of
lower mainstream velocities can be associated with a
higher apparent jet momentum ratio and hence the jet
penetration in t',:-%se regions is deeper.
o For asymmetric Test Section V with flat wall injection,
the jet mixing characteristics are the same as those of
the symmetric convergent Test Section IV.
o In the asymmetric Test Section VI with slant wall
injection (jet injection angle of 116.6 degrees), the
mixin, in the transverse direction is significantly
enhanced ,;hile the radial mixing is very similar to that
with flat wall injection.
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o The modified NASA/Aerojet correlations with equivalent
momentum ratio (Jeq ) yield qualitatively good compari-
son with the data. However, the predicted theta values
are higher than the measured values. The differences
between the two results are larger with increasing jet
injection angle. Further refinements in the correla-
tions are needed to improve the agreement between data
and correlations.
5.4 Series 4 Tests
The objective of these tests was to study the combined
effects of flow area convergence and profiled mainstream tempera-
ture. These tests were taken with Test Section V ( flat wall
injection) and with orifice plate 01 /04/08. Both top cold and top
hot profiles were employed with two momentum r4tios for each pro-
file. The test configuration and flow conditions employed in this
series are listed in Table VI. Measurements were taken at two
axial stations, X/H o = 0 . 25 and 1.0.
TASLS VI. sRR2ss 1 TUT CONIIOORATION/ AND FLOW CoNDITIONs
Orifice
- ^ ^rem
. ocity Vim
e
Ve oo	 y 'lip. Noaentus Denrity NaullibrluN
lad oN
of Axial
Nos a%rumnte
	 n
TranaveraeTest Die (D) VNAIN Mali VJST
	 UNT Utto Ratio Tap Direction DirectionNo. (ou) s/D N /D (a/ Noe) (o ) to/sec)	 to ) J DURATIO Tun WN ) t/s
IS 1.77 4.0 8.0 1i.7 561 70.* Us 26.8 1.46 0.100 0.23 to 1.0 0.0 to	 1.0
36 1.27 4 0 8.0 18.9 368 139.1 303 10l.s 2.01 0.177 0.23 to 1.0 0.0 to
	 1.0
37 1.27 4.0 8.0 16 0 117 10.7 310 8.3 1.32 0.064 0.23 to 1.0 1.0
3s 1.27 0.0 s.0 19.0 416 79.4 313 30.2 1.34 0.107 0.23 to 1.0
 1.0
LA
1-14
As stated in Paragraph 5.2 for the Series 2 tests, the defin-
ition of theta used to anillyxe these data in
Tmax - T
Tmax -- T j
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where:
Tmax	 Maximum temperature of the profiled mainstream.
T	 = Local stagnation temperature in the mixing region.
T j	= Jet stagnation temperature.
The measured theta distributions for Test 35 with top cold
profile, J = 26.82, S/D = 4, and H o/D = 8 are depicted in Fig-
ure 81. The jet penetration in this case is about 40 percent of
the channel height at X/H o
 = 0.25. The jets retain their indi-
vidual shapes at both X/H o = 0.25 and 1.0. The mainstream tem-
perature (top cold) profile seems to inhibit the lateral and
radial mixing. This is evident by comparing Figure 81 with the
data for uniform mainstream profile (Figure 65) . The predicated
theta values for Test 35 are portrayed in Figure 32. The predic-
tions at-e obtained by superposing the mainstream theta profile
[0p (y)] on the NASA/Aerojet correlations with equivalent momentum
ratio, Jeq , in a manner similar to the one described in Para-
graph 5.2. The predicted radial profiles along the jet center-
planes are in qualitative agreement with the data at X/Ho
 = 0.25
and in poor agreement with the data at X/H o
 = 1.0.
The data for Test 36 with top cold profile, J = 109.8,
S/D = 4, and H o/D = 8 are illustrated in Figure 83. At
X/Ho = 0.25, the jet centerlines are located at about 60 percent
of local channel height. The mixing in the transverse direction
is much slower than in the corresponding test case with uniform
mainstream temperature profile (Figure 67). The predicted theta
distributions for Test 36 are presented in Figure 84. The com-
parison of predicted and measured radial profiles is poor.
The meat- red theta distributions with Test Section V, tot hot
mainstream temperature profile, J = 8.51, S/D = 4, and H o/D = 8
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are depicted in Figure 85. At X/Ho = 0.25, the jets retain their
individual shapes and mix rapidly in the transverse direction.
This characteristic is contrary to the trend observed with the top
cold mainstream profile. The predicted theta values for Test 37
are portrayed in Figure 86. At X/H o = 0.25, the agreement between
data and correlations is good. At X/H o
 = 1, the agreement is
poor.
The measured theta values for Test 38 with top hot profile,
J = 30.24, S/D = 4, and Ho/D = 8 are presented in Figure 87. At
X/Ho = 0.25, the jets penetrate to about 50 percent of the channel
height and gradually penetrate to the opposite wall at X/H o
 = 1.0.
The shape and location of the contours indicate enhanced mixing in
both radial and transverse directions in comparison with those
with top cold profiles (Figure 81) . The predicted theta distri-
butions for Test 38 are presented in Figure 88. The correlations
and data are in good agreement at X/H o = 0.25, while the agreement
is poor at X/Ho
 = 1.0.
5.4.1 Conclusions for Series 4 Tests
Confined jet mixing characteristics were studied with flow
area convergence and profiled mainstream temperature. Four tests
were performed with orifice plate 01/04/08, including top cold and
top hot mainstream temperature profiles.
The following conclusions are drawn from the data:
o Mixing of the jets in radial and transverse directions
is inhibited with top cold mainstream temperature pro-
file and is not significantly affected with top hot pro-
file when compared to tests with isothermal mainstream
conditions.
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o The mainstream temperature profile has a dominant influ-
ence on the temperature distribution throughout the
mixing region.
o The superposition scheme used in the correlations is
inadequate for predicting the temperature distribution
with flow area convergence and profiled mainstream.
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6.0 JET MIXING CORRELATIONS DEVELOPMENT
A number of empirical and semiempirical methods have been
developed by various researchers for predicting jet interaction
• with a cross-flow. These models were mostly concerned with jet
blockage, entrainment, and mixing in the wake region (Refer-
ences 5, 6, and 7). Empirical models have been proposed for jet
trajectory, jet spread, and mixing rate. The main differences
between the various models were in the postulated mechanisms for
jet entrainment and trajectory.
Most of the popular approximate predictive techniques (Refer-
ences 8 through 12) employ integral methods with simplifying
assumptions introduced for mathematical simplicity.
One of the unknowns in integral mixing field prediction
methods is usually the shape of the jet cross section. The com-
plex jet cross-section geometries are often approximated by
rectangles, circles, or ellipses for satisfying the conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy. The second unknown is a velocity
profile parameter, which is usually modeled by an appropriate
similarity assumption. These models are invalid for curved jets.
The jet deflection is treated in two ways: The first
approach treats the jet as a solid body and uses discharge coeffi-
cients for the cylinders or ellipses, together with a _pressure
differential across the jet in the mainstream direction to compute
the jet deflection. The second approach deals with mass and
momentum entrained from the mainstream into the jet through
empirical models and this approach is generally considered to be
more accurate. The correlations used in this study are the
NASA/Aerojet correlations, which are described in the following
paragraph.
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The correlations developed by Holdeman and Walker (Refer-
ence 2) are based upon experimental data involving a row of jets
injected into a confined cross-flow. The jet centerline trajec-
tory is given as:
Correlations for Predicting the Centerplane Temperature Profiles
Thermal Trajectory (Centerline):
YCJoo = 0.539 J0.25 S 0.14 H 0.38	 10.17 -b
	 (5.1)Dj
	CDi(Di
	 (2L
D j )	 e
where
b =0.091 
\X 
f2 0! _ VH	 S	 3.5
The results for temperature field are presented in nondimen-
sional form by using
9 = (Tm - T ) / (Tm - T  )
where T  is the undisturbed mainstream stagnation temperature, T
is the local stagnation temperature in the mixing region, and T 
is the stagnation temperature of the jet. The variable 0 repre-
sents the ratio of actual temperature change to the maximum pos-
sible temperature change due to the dilution jets. The centerline
temperature is correlated by the following expression:
Centerline Temperature Difference Ratio:
f
0c'o = 0	 +(1-9EB ) 1.452 J-0.35/ \ 
D 1	
(5.2)
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wnece	 /	 \
f - 1.15 H/ C1+H J
and	
mm Tm + m^ T.
oEg = (mm 	^►^ )
The temperature difference ratio, 9, at any point in the
flow field is determined from:
Y - Y)2
9 = B min + (0c	 0+	 exp ( In 21	 + c	 (5.3)
( Wl/2
where B
min and W1/2 are defined as follows:
Minimum Centerplane Temperature Difference Ratios:
9
 ^
i	 +
	
m n, 	
= 1 - e-c
	
(5.4)
c,o
c+ = 0.038 J1.62	 S	
1.5 	 -3.67	 1.1
	
JD.
	 ( Hj)
D 	 (
emin,o 
= 1 - e-c
'C ' o
S	 -1.4	 X	 0.9
	
c = 1.57 J-0 ' 3 (D.)	 (D.)J	 J
Centerplane Half-Widths:
+	 \ -0.25	 0.5	 0.5
	
W1 2 0 = 0.162 10.18 CDC	
(IL
D).	
J
 CD.)	 (5.6)
D^	 J/	 J 
off- PA09
Of POOR Q"",
W	 S	 0.27	 0.5 X 0.12
	
0.20 J0.15 U7
	 (IL)
D• 	(D.)	 (5.7)Dj 
	 ]	 ]
The half-widths W1/2 are the distance between the jet centerline
and the location where 0(g
c 
+ 6mint )/2 '
Correlations for Predicting the Off-Centerplane Variation of the
Temperature Profile Scaling Parameters
Off-Centerplane Penetration
Y o
Yc 
ZZ 
2	
(5.8)= 1- (_SF2) a-9
where
	
S	 1	 X	 0.54
g = 0.227 J0.67 (D.)	 (D.)
	] 	 ]
Off-Centerplane Maximum Temperature Difference Ratio
Bc,Z	 Z	 -d
(-S-/-2 )11c, o
= 
	
a	 (5.9)
where
	
S	 -1.53	 X	 0.83
	
d = 0.452 J0.53 (D.)	 (D.)
Off-Centerplane Minimum Temperature Difference Ratios and Half-
Widths
+	 t
8min,3
	 e min,o
g	 =	 (5.10)
c, Z	 0c, o
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These correlations provide a useful and reasonably accurate
prediction of the temperature profiles along the jet centerplanes.
However, the predicted off centerplane temperature profiles are
not very accurate and need refinement. Furthermore, the correla-
tions are inaccurate for high momentum ratios when the jets pene-
trate to the opposite wall.
The NASA/Aerojet correlations described in this Para-
graph (6.1) were derived for a uniform flow area and uniform main-
stream conditions. When a non-uniform mainstream temperature pro-
file exists, the NASA/Aerojet correlations for theta, o NA , can be
assumed to represent the changes in the local mainstream tempera-
ture distribution by dilution jets. In other words,
0 N = (Tm ( y) - T) / (Tm (y ) - Tj )	 (5.11)
Here, o NA represents the results from equation (5.3).
• For flows with non-uniform profiled mainstream, the ratio of
actual temperature change to the maximum possible temperature
change due to the jets is obtained from the following definition
of nondimensionalized temperature difference ratio:
e = (T Max- T) / (Tmax - Tj )	 (5.12)
where:
Tmax
T
T 
Maximum stagnation temperature of the undisturbed
mainstream profile
= Local stagnation temperature
= Jet stagnation temperature.
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Using equation (5.12), the profiled mainstream theta, 
em (y),
can be defined as
8m( y) _ (TmaX	 Tm (y ) l / (Tmax	 Tj)	 (5.13)
From equations ( 5.11), (5.12), and (5.13) it is seen that
	 \^'
0 = 0m ( y) + I1 - 0m(y)I 8NA
	
(5.14)
Equation (5.14) is used to generate the predicted theta
values for test cases in Se.-ices 2 and 4. It is important to note
s
that the variation of the nondimensionalized temperature, 0, is
conveniently scaled between 0.0 and 1.0. The nondimensional tem-
perature distribution, ONA , is obtained from the NASA/Aerojet
correlations (Equation 5.3).
For test cases with flow area convergence, the following
	
modifications are used in obtaining predictions. For converging
	 .
ducts at low Mach numhers, the average mainstream velocity
increases by the relation
( 
A
Vm(x) = Vo \A(X))
	
(5.15)
where:
Vm (X)
	
	 = Average mainstream velocity in the duct at any
given axial Station X
V 
	
	 = Average mainstream velocity at the jet injection
plane (X - 0)
A(X)
	
	 Cross-sectional area of the duct at the axial
Station X
A 
	
	 Cross-sectional area of the duct at the jet injec-
tion plane (X - 0)
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A 2
	
Thus,	 Pm ( X) Vm (X ) a Polo ^A (X)
Due to the acceleration induced by the flow area convergence,
the equivalent jet-to-mainstream momentum ratio is given by
a	
P^ V^	
a	 A X 2Jeq	
P (X) 
V2 (
X )	 P V2	
( Ao
m	 m	 o o
	
(A(X)
Thus,	 Jeq Jo
)2
	
(.16)
o 
Where, Jo is the momentum ratio at the jet injection plane.
The correlations for convergent ducts are obtained by sub-
stituting the equivalent momentum ratio, J eq , wherever J is used
in the NASA/Aerojet correlations. This approach was found to
yield improved results compared to the results obtained from the
original NASA/Aerojet correlations. However, the correlations do
not account for the effects of jet injection angle, which have
been observed to have significant effect on the jet spreading
rates. Further work on the correlations is required to properly
account for these effects.
For test cases with flow area convergence and profiled main-
stream, the correlations were obtained by combining the procedures
described for convergent ducts and profiled mainstream. The pre-
dictions obtained from these correlations are inadequate for
correctly describing the jet mining characteristics in Series 4
tests. This is partly due to the fact that the distortion of the
mainstream temperature profile (without the jets) by the flow area
convergence is ignored in the correlations.
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1The NASA/Aerojet correlations, along with the modifications
suggezted in this section, provide an excellent analytical design
tool for predicting the jet mixing characteristics in the dilution
zone of a combustor. These correlations were formed to yield
excellent qualitative agreement (and good quantitative agreement
in some of the test cases) with the measurements made in this pro-
gram. Additional work is needed to improve the predictions
obtained from the correlations.
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j7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The tests made in Phase I of the NASA Dilution Jet Mixing
Program were directed toward better understanding of the mixing
processes of a row of jets injected into a ducted cross-flow. The
following conclusions are drawn from these tests:
o	 The jet penetration distance increases with increasing
the momentum ratio, J, and jet orifice diameter, D.
o The jet spreading rate in the transverse directic.z.
increases with increasing the momentum ratio, J, a .
duct height to hole diameter ratio, H o/D, and decreasing
the hole spacing to diameter ratio, S/D.
o	 The jet spreading in the radial direction iQ enhanced
with increased jet penetration.
• o The jet-to-mainstream density ratio, p j/pm, has only a
second-order effect on the mixing characteristics for a
given momentum ratio.
o The temperature distribution in the jet mixing region is
strongly influenced by the mainstream temperature pro-
file. The jet spreading rates with profiled mainstream
are similar to those with uniform mainstream. This sug-
gests that a superposition principle could be applied to
predict temperature profiles with profiled mainstream.
C Jet mixing is generally enhanced by flow area conver-
gence. The jet penetration is increase:. with increasing
upstream injection angle.
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o The jet mixing characteristics with asymmetric conver-
gence and flat wall injection are similar to those in a
symmetric convergent test section of the same area
ratio.
o The asymmetric test aection with slant wall injection
has a significantly taster jet spreading rate in the
transverse direction.
o The radial and lateral jet spreading rates with "top
cold" mainstream profile and flow area convergence are
significantly slower compared to those with uniform
mainstream profile and flow area nonvergence. The jet
spreading rates are not appreciably altered with a "top
hot" mainstream temperature profile.
o The NASA/Aerojet correlations adequately predict the
theta profiles for constant area duct and uniform main-
stream profile. For the case of constant alee duct with
profiled mainstream, the superposition v: rnai.nstream
theta. profiles on the correlations yield good qualita-
tive results. An improved scaling parameter is needed
to obtain a good quantitative agreement with data.
o The modified NASA/Aerojet correlations with equivalent
momentum ratio, Jeq , provide improved predictions of
nondimensionalized temperature profiles. However, this
model does not properly account for the effects of jet
injection angles.
o For situations involving flow area convergence and pro-
filed mainstream, the superposition of mainstream tem-
perature profile on 'the NASA/Aerojet correlations is
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inadequate for predicting the temperature profiles in
the mixing region. This is mainly due to the decay of
the mainstreem temperature profile due to flow area con-
vergence. Further work on the correlations is needed to
improve the predictions.
The correlations used in this program provide a very useful
and simple analytical tool for designing the dilution zone of a
combustor. However, additional work is needed to further refine
the correlations for convergent ducts and non-uniform mainstream
conditions.
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V_ = .IFT vFl nrITV
COORDINATE ORIGIN IS LOCATED AT CENTER OF ORIFICE
Um, pm, Tm
 = MAINSTREAM VELOCITY, DENSITY, AND TEMPERATURE
V1 1 p1, TI	= INITIAL JET VELOCITY, DENSITY, AND TEMPERATURE
Ho	 = TF"T-SECTION HEIGHT AT INJECTION PLANE
H	 = TEST-SECTION HEIGHT AT ANY X-Y PLANE
S	 = ORIFICE SPACING ALONG Z (TRANSVERSE) DIRECTION
D	 = ORIFICE DIAMETER
nj	 =	 C  0
ZTS	 = TEST-SECTION TRANSVERSE DIMENSION = 305mm
Figure 1. Multiple Jet Study Coordinate System and
Important Nomenclature.
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Figure 2. Jet Mixing Rig Schematic.
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Figure 4. Profile Generator.
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Figure 7. Dilution Orific? Plate Configurations.
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Figure 8. Total Pressure, Thermocouple, and Static
Pressure Rake.
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CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 O.i881	 0 .2000	 0.250(
IIVIMMItm uloi. La
E0LaUUL[ FRAME
UFt ►Ga^AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY,
lMMMAM idol. uo	 ^••^•^••^
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.20. TMAIN=
rw
OJJCI
r
H
OJ
p¢R
K
9 106.4 M/SEC TMRIN = 644 .6 K TAT = 313.9 K	 THEB = 0.1881	 BLORRT= 15.278 OENRATIO= 2.185 	 TRATIO= 0.487
.500	 X/HO = 1.000	 X/HO = 2.000
.04	 `
I
	X/OJ = 10.07	 X/OJ = 20.15
fl 1 r^T-1
^ ts71►f1^111F^ r	 •w 1^0►TI^M►^ +
CTION II . TMRIN=CONST. 	 J = 102.50	 SID = 4.00	 HID = 8.00
4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.1881	 0.20GO	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.5000
0.0	 I 	 0.0	 1
	
0.0
1.0
	 1.0	 1.0
I10lI vtm Ulbl. LO	 IIQi1VSvtmt U161. LS
TOURS FOR TEST N0.20. TMRIN=CONST. J=102.5. 5/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
MOINAL PACE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Figure 51
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CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1881	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0k
1.0
	
1.0
I KMMV[Kb2 ULbi. lab	 TRRN6VEM 0167. L'6
	 TRRNMSE 016T.
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.20, TMRIN=CON
S/OJ =	 5.04	 HO/DJ = 10.07	 VRATIO = 6.85
	 TRATIO = 0.487	 DENRATIO= 2.185 	 TMAIN
X/H = 0.25 X/OJ =2.52
	 X/H = 0.50 X/OJ x.04	 X/H = 1.00 X/DJ =10.07
s	 -- 	 s	 r---- 	 3
0.•:	 0.00	 O.rO	 0.01	 0.00	 we0.00	 0.00	 1.00	 040	 0.2C	 0.40	 6-m	 •.00
(TMnlN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
	 (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
	 (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)'
i
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 20. TEST SECTION II.UNIFORII
EULDOUT FRAME
GE MORIGINAL PA
OF POOR QUP.L 'i fY
s(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
a
LOLDOUT F
1. TEST SECTION II .UNIFORM TMRIN. J = 102.50 . S/O =4.00 . HE'D =8.00
5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
1	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.5000
1	
0.0
	
1 --1--	 u.a
T
b
JO
Z
an
E
1.0
T
h
h
JOJ
R_
I
1.0
TMOVERM 015T. 1,'5
	 TRRNBVER5E 015T. L'S
TEST N0.20. TMRIN=CONST. J=102.5. S/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
OENRATIO= 2.185	 TMAIN = 644.6 K	 TJET = 313.9 K	 THEB = 0.188
X/H = 1.00 X/DJ =10.07	 X/H = 2.00 X/DJ X0.15
Figure 52
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ORIGINAL PAGE I$
OF POOR QUALITY
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Y
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S = 0.0508 METERS	 S/DJ = 2.462 HOlDJ = 4.923
	 VMRIN = 15.8 M/SEC	 VJET = 28.1 M/SEC TMAIN = 653.7 K T 
M OR F- —	 In M "R M —
X/HO = 0.500
X,'OJ = 2.46
X/HO = 0.750
X; "DJ = 3.69
V r^^
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 21. TEST SECTION II. TMAIN=CONST. . J =1
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VRLUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1973	 0.2000	 0.2500
0.0	 0.0
1.0	 1.0
TRANSVERSE DIST. US	 TRANSVERSE DIST. US	 TRANSVERSE Oq
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.21, TMAI"4=COI
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
	TMA I N = 653.7 K TJET = 307.9 K	 THEE = 0.1973	 BLOW= 3.794	 OENRAT I0= 2.129	 TRAT I0= 0.471
	
rte_ ^Fp .;. ^	 .r .. *F^ «. .	 j	 ^
3
X/HO = 1.000	 X/HO = 2.000
X., DJ = 4.92
	
i^	 X/ DJ = 9.85
III.  TMR I N=CONST . . J =6.76	 . S/D = 2.00	 . H,'D = 4.00
4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
.1973	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
0.0
rz
H
OJJ
C
0.0
N
OJ
pa¢
K
=o.s
	 1.0
	 1.0
rRW*VERK 016T. LB	 T WrPIM 0161. vs
FOR TEST N0.21. TMAIN=CONST. J=6.76, S/D=2.0, H."D=4.0
ROI.D.OUT FRAME
Figure 53
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Y.Y
s^\UFl7Od Od
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1973	 0.2000	 0.2500
	
1.0
	 1.0
iMMVuwc uiai. ii.1	 i SVEW GIST. Z/S
	 TIlAH *AM GIST.
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.21, TMAIN=CO
S/OJ =	 2.46	 HO/DJ = 4.92	 VRATIO = 1.78	 TRATIU = 0.471	 DENRATIO= 2.129	 TMAIN
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ x.46	 X/H :: 0.75 X/DJ x.69	 X/H = 1.00 X/DJ =4.92
^i.#	 ..m
	 ..O	 •AN	 Ro.n	 ..0	 ..M	 ..M	 ,.#
	
.a	 ..N	 ..0
•
n
n
•
I	 #A@	 ../	 ...,
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)I
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 21. TEST SECTION II.UNIFORM",
OF (PO R QUALITY	EOLDOUX ERAMZ
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
r0
dI
1.0 1.0
r
a0
dI
(TMAIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJ)
:^ l
(TMAIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJ)
4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.1973	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
1	 TT—^ TT-f^ T ^ '^ T1 0.0	 rT-'T"'" 0.0
4N6VM 015T. LO	 TWOVOW 0151. u5
PS FOR TEST N0.21. TMAIN=CONST, J=6.76, S/0=2.0. H/0 =4.0
is = 0.471	 OENRATIO=2.129 	 TMAIN = 653.7 K 	 TJET = 307.9 K	 THEB = 0.197
X/H = 1.00 X/DJ =4.92	 X/H = 2.00 X/DJ x.85
EOLDO UX FRAME 
C^L
D. 21, TEST SECTION II.UNIFORM TMAIN, J = 6.76 	 . S/0 =2.00 . H/O =4.00
w0
C 
1.0
0
cc
cc
r
w0
1.0
S = 0.0508 METERS
	 S/OJ = 2.582
	 H0."D,i = 5.164
	 VMAIN = 15.8 M/SEC 	 VJET = 54.5 M/SEC TMAIN = 653.7 K 	 T
a	 4
;/HO = 0.500
	 X/HO = 0.750
/0J = 2.58
	 X/OJ = 3.87
"	 '^ tMio.rrl^trf^T 	 " t11^tr!>,hll..s.+T
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 22. TEST SECTIONII. TMAIN=CONST. . J
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500
	 0.3074
0.0	 0.0
TM*SBVLRSE 015T, u5
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TRRN MSE 016T. US	 TWISVOWE Oil
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.22. TMAIN=C0l
Y_W
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C.
1.0
TRfWSVERSE 016T. US
-0.5
TRFiMSVERSE 016T. LS
. TMAIN=CONST. . J =26.0', 	 . S/D = 2.00	 . H/D = 4.00
L
4	 5	 6	 7
.2000	 0.2500	 0.3074	 0.3500
9	 10
0.4500	 0.5000
8
0.4000
1 0.0
.	 .	
.......
	 .	 ..
TMAIN = 653.7 K TJET =
}}^^
3
^^
03 . 8 K	 THEB = 0.3014	 BLORAT= 7.538	 DENNRATIO= 2.179
r N rig	 Y "rL M .I
------
	
--y--^•
er g
§I	 b^
X/HO = 1.000	 ii	 X/HO = 2.000
X/ 0J = 5.16	 '	 X., OJ = 10.33
•^	 !	 —,
-•'	 A^o►ru'iS^u►!^1	 ^	 '^ i111w►r1iTi^n►fi?	 •^
TRAT I0= 0.465
o.o
1
FOR TEST N0.22. TMAIN=CONST. J=26.07. S/D=2.0, H/0=4.0 2 FOLDOUT FjLAMZ.
ORIGINAL PAGE Is 	Figure 55
OF POOR QUALIT-f
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10
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
JL-
IRFMVLK5E MT. U5
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3074	 0.
0.0
	
F---- 4	 A	 —	
--f a.o	 1	 1--- --
1.0
TRii.VMSE DIST, L'S 	 TMMUSE DIST.
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.22. TMRTN-CONS
Y
FN
O
i
Y
O
aQ¢_
C
S/DJ =	 2.58	 HO/DJ - 5.16	 VRATIO - 3.46	 TRATIO - 0.465	 DENRATI0-2.179	 TMAIN
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ 1.58
	
X/H = 0.75 X/0J x.87	 X/H = 1.00 X/DJ x.16
s
$e4o	 o.m	 o.a	 040	 So4o	 e.m	 040	 oae
3O	 O
Yr	 •	 y,n	 •	 7
•
i
•
^	 e
0.m•	 040	 0 .0	 o.•0	 040	 l.A	 a—	 040	 0.40	 0.•0	 04:0	 ,
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
	
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA RND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 22. TEST SECTION II.UNI
EULDGUT FRAMR
URiGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
rs-
0.0
n
0
a'.I
1.0
k^ol A
r
a
0
0.0
1.0
m
5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.2500	 0.3074	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
IIUM -XM ULUT. LID	 I?UM-nA= ULUI. LID
TEST N0.22, TMRIN=CONST. J=26.07. S/D=2.0. H/0=4.0
DENRATI0=2.179
	
TMRIN = 653.7 K
X/H = i.00 X/OJ x.16
o.m	 o.a	 040	 e.eo	 I'M
tTMAIN-T1/(TMRIN-TJ)
i
TJET = 303.8 K	 THEE = 0.307
X/H = 2.00 X/0J =10.33
(TMRIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
FOLDOUT FRAMZ
TEST SECTION II.UNIFORM TMRIN. J = 26.07 . S/D =2.00 	 H/O =4.00
Figure 56
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P,Q:n
QUALITY
1o^:iuil1AR Qu^rf
o, 'O°
S = 0.0508 METERS	 S/DJ = 4.925 HO/OJ = 9.851 	 VMAIN = 17.0 M/SEC
	 VJET = 53.9 M/SEC TMRIN = 645.5 K TJET
p
ll	
------ --`^
O--------
1
X/HO = 0.250 	 X/HO = 0.500
X/DJ = 2.46	 i	 X/DJ = 4.93
Ix
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 23, TEST SECTION IV, TMRIN=CONST.J =21
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.0972	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000
	
0.3500
	
0.4000	 0.5
nOus+YZL 015T. U5	 IMMMKOL utal. C/a
MEASURED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.23, TMRIN=CONST, J=21.07 5/0=4.
9OLR0-Ul kA-4MX
0.0
d
9r
1.0
0.0
1.0
ORDINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
.8 M/SEC	 TMRIN = 645.5 K	 TJET = 312.2 K	 THEB = 0.0972
	
BLORRT= 6.653
	 OENRRTIO= 2.102	 TRRTIO= 0.484
!► .. T
4> 
11
	
----- '^
S
X'HO = 0.500
	 „	 X/HO = 1.000
X;'DJ = 4.S3	 i	 X/DJ = 9.85
ION IV. TMR I N=CONST.J = 21.07	 . S/D = 4.00
	 . H/D = 8.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.5000	 0.6000	 0.7000
i i 0.0
 nl	 e
J 1.0
1.5
1.0
E n[ST. US	 lMfftVucx uial. US
TMRIN=CONST. J=21.07. S/D=4.0. H/D=8.0
$	 Figure 57
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m(TMAIN-T)/(TMRIN-TJ)
.w
(TMAIN-T)/(TMFiIN-TJ)
Y
H
J
O
_¢I
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.0972
	
0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.50C
0.0
	 0.0
^ U))A UJI)1
1.0
	
1.0
rpii6vum MI. I/5
	 BUDISVEM 015T. I!5
PREDICTED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 23. TMRIN=CONST. J=21.07. S/D=4.
S/DJ =	 4.93	 H0/0J = 9.85	 VRATIO = 3.17	 TRATIO = 0.484	 DENRATI0=2.102	 TMRIN
X/H = 0.25 X/OJ 1.46	 X/H = 0.50 X/DJ =4.93
Y
J
O
_¢I
COMPRRISON BETWEEN DRTR RNO CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 23. TEST SECTION IV. TMRI'
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
FOLDOUT FRAME
0.0
0
L)/(TMFIIN-TJ)
as
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) ZFOLDOU-1  MAM
...::.....
6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 11
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.5000	 0.6000	 0.7000
_	 0.0
1.0
	
1.0
GIST. US
	
IMMVL OL U141. 9/0
TMAIN=CONST. J=21.07. S/0=4.0 H/D=8.0
	
L
0.484
	 OENRATIO= 2.102	 TMAIN = 645.5 K	 TJET = 312.2 K	 THEB = 0.097
	
=4.93	 X/H = 1.00 X/0J x.85
a
0
NO. 23, TEST SECTION IV. TMAIN=CONST. J = 21.07 . S/D =4.00 . H/O =8.00
Figure 58
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
YO
oQ
ti
C
S = 0.0508 METERS	 S/OJ = 5.000 HO/OJ = 10.000 VMRIN = 16.9 M/SEC 	 VJET = 105.1 M/SEC TMRIN = 642.8 K TJE
.0
	X/HO = 0.250	 X/HO = 0.500
g	
X/OJ = 2.50	 i	 X/OJ = 5.00
t11^rJi^.ttt►f^T ""	 'w t^urrdA^urf.$ "'
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NCB . 24. TEST SECTION IV. TMAIN=CONST . J =
CONTOUR
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VRLUE
	
0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1781	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500
	
0.0
	 0.0
0 b
fRfiH6vIMK 0[ST. L'S	 IKWf4VtRet Ole). ue
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.24. TMAIN=CONST. J=85.84, S/D=4
-0.5	 1.5
URtGiNNL PAGE 1.9
OF POOR QUAD"
EU j U U1: EXAME
lip
Y
H
O
¢JJ
Oa
C
1.0
	
1.0
B M/SEC TMAIN = 642.8 A TJET = 311.0 K	 THEO = 0.1781	 BLORAT= 13.792 DENRATIO= 2.217	 TRATIO.0.484
X/HO = 0.500	 X/HO = 1.000
X/OJ = 5.00	 X/OJ = 10.00
IV. TMAIN=CONST . J = 85.84	 . S/0 = 4.00	 . H/D = 8.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
	
0.0	 Y.Y
r
r
n
0
_a!I
	
l.5 1.0	 l	 1.6 1.0
GIST. Z:5
	 IFUMMRac U101. ua
MAIN=CONST. J=85.84. S/0=4.0. H/!1=8.0
@OLDOUT FRAM
Figure 59
OF IGp ^ R PAGE t3 118QUALln,
s(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE
	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1781	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000
h
d
}
20
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
110ii ajm 01ST. L"S	 numv aE 015T. US
PREDICTED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.24. TMAIN=CONST. J=85.84. S/0=4.0.
S/DJ =	 5.00	 HO/DJ = 10.00	 VRAT IO = 6.22
	
TRAT IO = 0.484	 DENRAT I0= 2.217	 TMAIN =
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ x.50
	
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ x.00
COMPARISON BETWEEN DRTR AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 24. TEST SECTION IV.UNIFORM
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY / 
EpW000:I: FRAME
0.0
1.0
TRANSVERSE GIST. L'S
a
8.---^--i8.49	 e.a	 e.a	 i.a
IN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN- T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
ZEOLDJU.
6	 7	 a	 9	 10
0.2500	 0.3000
	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
M0
l
1.0
GIST. I/S	
1•f
5.24, TMRIN=CONST. J=85.84. S/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
' TRAT IO = 0.484	 OENRAT 10= 2.217	 TURIN = 642.8 K	 TJET = 311.0 K	 THEE = 0.178
X/DJ x.00	 X/H = 1.00 X/OJ =10.00
9 4 048	 4ea .0 0 4 J
T
NO. 24. TEST SECTION IV.UNIFORM TMRIN. J = 85.84 . S/O =4.00 . H/0 =8.00
Figure 60
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
X/HO = 0.750
1	 X/OJ = 3.81
S = 0.0508 METERS
	 6/OJ = 2.538 HO/OJ = 5.075
	 VMAIN = 15.1 M/6EC	 VJET = 27.7 M/SEC TMAIN = 643.4 K TJE1
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 25, TEST SECTION IV. TMAIN=CONST . J = 1
CONTOUR
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE
	
0 - Or., 00	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1830	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0
i	 1
r	 r
z'q	 q
OJ
	
OJ
_a	
oQ
¢
C
1.0
	
1.0
TMWff M 015T. "	 nowovMm uioi. va
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.25. TMAIN=CONST. J=6.73. S/0=2.
40LU^)U-1
 
ERAMS
ORIGINAi- P^^I,j,Y
Of POOR Q
. 5/0 = 2.00	 . H/o = 4.00ION IV. TMRIN=CONST . J = 6.73
M/SEC MAIN = 643.4 K TJET = 321.6 K THEO = 0.1830	 bLORRT= 3.672	 OENRATIN 2.W3
X/MO = 0.750
X/OJ = 3.81
X/110 = 1.000
!	 '' 	 X/OJ = 5.08
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
. —t 0.0	 fr	 0.0
irz
E
1.0
s 
1.0
1.5
DIST. L6
MAIN=CONST. J=6.73. S/0=2.0. H/0=4.0
jm.mljLra WIWI. Yv
Figure 61
ORIGINAL PAGE 1$120
OF poOR QUALITY
.7
A
_Q
2
C
TRRFS 'IUM DIST. ZA
a
—^^
so	 IA
(TMAIN-T)MMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR
VALUE
r
a_
O
dI
IMMMUL U01. c -
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
0.0500
	 0.'_000	 0.1500	 0.1830	 0.2000
^Tt 0 .0
1.0
6	 7	 8
0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500
Da
1.0
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.25. TMAIN=CONST. J=6.73.
SAW = 2.54
X/H = 1.50 X/DJ ::2.64
H0/0J = 5.08
	 VRATIO = 1.83	 TRATIO = 0.500
	
OENRATIO-- 2.003
X/H = 0.75 X/DJ =3.81
$oa	 o.m	 o.^o	 ea
e
(TMAIN-T )/( TMAIN-TJ)
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA ANJ `-'ORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 25. TEST 'CTION IV.UNIFJ
0.0
1.0
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
^ --. I
	 A 11 0.0
a
0
I
1.0
BE 016T. LS
. 
TMAIN=CONST. J=6.73. S/0=2.0. H/0=4.0
TIIa18VER6E 016T. t/S
•
•
•
IN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
TJET = 321.6 K	 THEE = 0.183
X/H = 1.00 X/DJ x•08
6 AD
Im	 ..•	 ...e	 P-0 	je
(TMAIN-TVITMAIN-M	 I	 ^+ ..^:_
'10 = 0•Sw
	
DENRAT I0= 2.003	 TMAIN = 643.4 K
X/DJ =3 .81
NO. 25. TEST SEC.TIUN IMNIFORM TMAIN. J = 6.73	 S/D =2.00	 H/D =4.00	 Fiqure 62
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UklUINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY
)0	 X/HO = 0.750
)	 X/OJ = 3.87
0.00.0
r
A
0
aiI
1.0 1.0
S =0.0508 METERS
	 S/DJ = 2.582 HO/OJ = 5.164 	 VMRIN = 14.9 M/SEC	 VJET = 55.1 M/SEC TMAIN = 640.7 K TJET I
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 26, TEST SECTION IV. TMAIN=CONST . J =
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.2988	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.
Ilv, y"ot wal. vo	 IMMYGRai Ula1. L/J
hERSURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.26. TMRIN=CONST. J=26.73, 3/0 =2.01
umuMAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1
kuLDL) Ul k:RAAW
0.0
2,Eowoux FRA2
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
1.0
	 OF POOR QU 4LJV
F55.1 M/SEC TMRIN = 640.7 K TJET = 329.8 K	 THEE = 0.2988	 BLORHT= 7.233	 DENRRTIO= 1.958	 TRRTI0=0.515
X/HO = 0.750	 X"F0 = 1.000
X/OJ = 3.87	 X/DJ = 5.13
[ECTION IV. TMRIN=CONST . J =26-73	 . S/D = 2.00	 . H/D = 4.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
	
0.2988	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
0.0
n0
	
. 
U0%	
L^Z
t.o
	
F
ft!ST. US	
I.S	 -0.S	
TRANSVERSE DIET. US
TMRIN=CONST. J=26.73. 510=2.0. H/D=4.0
Figure 63
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FY
O
OJ
i
0.0
Y
Hq
OJ
RI
1.0
(TMFlIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJ)
^-1
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VRLUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.2988	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.454
0.0
.6vQ Q 1.0
1194151MMM 0151. LS	 119MYLI C ULDI. La
s
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.26. TMAIN=CONST. .1=26.73. S/0=2.1
S/DJ =	 2.58	 HO/DJ = 5.16	 VRATIO = 3.70	 TRATIO = 0.515	 DENRRTIO=1.958	 TMAIN
X/H = 0.50 X/DJ 1.58	 X/H = 0.75 X/DJ =3.87
^o 00	 0 00	 0 00	 0.00	 40 oe	 o 0o	 a .e	 ..w
e	 e
•
i	 •
i	 n
n 
l
—T—^--- r—,
i	 0.0	 o.00	 040	 t M
(TMAIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJl
COMeARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 26. TEST SECTI01 'V.UNIFO
ja
UFtU li4AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
fuwuUT klum.&
L-----
6	 7
0.2988	 0.3500
0.0
8	 9	 10
0.4000	 0.4500
	 0.5000
0`
a-1.0WN 	 .0
1.5
DIST. LS
	 imrprumc uta1. ua
TMAIN=CONST. J=26.73. 5/0=2.0. H/0=4.0
RATIO = 0.515	 DENRAT I 0= 1 .958	 TMAIN = 640.7 K	 NET = 329.8 K	 THEE = 0.299
X/OJ =° 37	 X/H = 1.00 X:DJ x.16
Tl/(TMAIN-TJ)	 (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
N0. 26. TEST crr,10J I".UNIFOP.M TMAIN. J = 26.73 . S/0 =2.00 . H/0 =4.00
Figure 64
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10MGtNAL PAGE I$
'OF- POOR QUAL! fY
•.J
X/HO = 0.500
X/DJ = 4.96
50
B
L'?
(::}--- z-:J,
S = 0.0508 METERS
	 S/DJ = 4.961
	 HO/DJ = 9.921
	 VMAIN = 16.1 M/SEC	 VJET = 58.7 M/SEC TMAIN = 646.4 K 1
E
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 27. TEST SECTION V. TMAIN=CONST . J
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1065	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000
0.0
	
0.0
rzY
r:
a
s?I
1.0	 1.0
IM945V M 015T. Us
	 TldiZMSE 018T. LS
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.27. TMAIN=CONST. J=27.18. 5/0
vr:jui,4AL WAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
j, )^wUUJr lri
5 58.7 M/SEC TMAIN = 646.4 K TJET = 320.3 K 	 THEE = 0.1065	 OLORAT= 7.470	 DENRATIO= 2.053	 TRATIO= 0.496
0--------3
X/HO = 0.500	 X/HO = 1.000
X/DJ = 4.96
	 X/0J = 9.92
NECTION V. TMAIN=CONST . J = 27.18
	 . S/0 = 4.00	 . H/D = 8.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.3000	 0 . 3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
1 ,,.n
Y
N
M
atJO
1.0
L'o,
0I6T. US	 119MM fR U16I, LID
. TMAIN=CONST. J=27.18. S/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
WI.D_OUl F-Mq
Figure 65
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ORIGINAL PACE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
0.0
1.0
0.00.0
M
0 0
1.0 1.0
a
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
'.w
( AM IN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CUNTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE
	 0.0500
	 0.1065	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.48
TMT45 M 015T. V5	 TIOCU M 013T. US
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.27. TMAIN=CONST. J=27.18 S/0=4.1
S/DJ =	 4.96
	
HO/DJ = 9.92	 VRATIO = 3.64	 TRATIO = 0.496	 DENRATIO=2.053	 TMAIN,
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ x.48
	
X/H = 0.50 X/OJ =4.96
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 27. 'EST SECTION V.UNIFOR
I
	 a A.AM
URIGINAL PAGE Ig--
OF POOR QUALI-Y
a(TMAIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJ)
0.0
1.0
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000
	
0.4500	 0.5000
o.o
.Y	 1 1.01.5
	
F
O18T. Z/a	 na^vERaE oiar, z/a
.27. TMAIN=CONST. J=27.18. S/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
	TRRTIO = 0.496	 DENRAT(0= 2.053	 TMAIN = 646.4 K	 TJET = 320.3 K	 THEE = 0.107
	
50 X/DJ =4•96	 X/H = 1.00 X/DJ x.92
... ^r is 	 es	 ^.o	 tae
I(TMAIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJ)
ORIGINAL PAGE I4
-
OF POOR QUALITY
NO. 27. TEST SECTION V.UNIFORM TMAIN. J z 27.18 . S/0 =4.00 . H/D =8.00
Figure 66
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t
O00
6
50
3
s
}
0
g
ORIGINAR QVp1.1T°^
OF POO
S c 0.0508 METERS	 S/OJ = 5.061	 NO/OJ a 10 . 121 VMAIN = 16.0 M/SEC	
VJFT : 112.5 M/SEC TMAIN = 645.1 K T'
MEASJREO THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 28, TEST SECTION V. TMAIN=CONST . . J
CONTOUR
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE
	
0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1888	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	
0.4000
1	 l	 o.o
1.0
1.0
Imw vwm Y.Y1. "v
•^	 I^.i1.R Y...1 1 w v
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.28. TMAIN=CONST. J=106.7.
FULDoul EILA-ms
ORIGINAL PAGE I
OF POOR QUALITY
M/SEC TMA IN = 646.1 K TJET = 319.1 K	 THEE a 0.1888	 BLORAT= 16.176 OENRAT I0= 2.169	 TRAT 10m 0.496
ION V. TMAIN=CONST.. J = 106.72 . S/D = 4.00 	 . H/0 = 8.00
R	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
	
J.0	 1""	 v.v
a
0
1.0
Olm. in	 -
MAIN=CONST. J=106.7. 5/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
1.0
TIMPOW 0161. Us
Figure 67
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FOLDOUT F°^:
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-M
COMPARISON 9ETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 28. TEST SE(
ORIGINAL WAGE 45 311.0002 FRAMOF POOR QUALITY	 ( 
16.- -
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
fOF
CONTOUR
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE
	
0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1686	 0.2500	 0.9000	 0.9500	 0.4000	 0.
►A 1.0
1^ Ulu# i/^	 u.w.r.w ..... ...
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.28. TMAIN=CONST. J=106.7. S/0=4
S/DJ = 5.08	 HO/DJ = 10.12	 MTIO = 7.03	 TRATIO = 0.495
	
OENRATIO=2.159	 TMAIN9
X/H = 0.2E X/0J x.53	 X/M = 0.50 X/OJ d .05
1. t .	 Zm	 2;	 Li
IN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
9
6	 7	 9	 9	 10
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.6000
	
o.o	 OR
	
0.0
1.0
	
t.0
t 0tv, ve	 IIVORMLIw6 9191. Li
:4.1	
TMAIN=CONST. J=106.7. 8/0=4.0. H/D=8.0
10 = 0.495	 OEMRATI0= 2.159	 TMAIN c 645.1 K	 TAT = 319.1 K	 THEE = 0.189
X/OJ x.06	 X/H = 1.00 X/OJ =10.12
t	 G
NO. 28. TEST SECTION V.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 106.72 . S J -4.00 . H/D -8.00
Figure 68
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ORFGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
X/HO = 0.750
X/OJ = 3.69
0.0 0.0
0 a
d
1.0 1.0
r
S = 0.0508 PETERS	 S/OJ = 2.462 H0/OJ = 4.924	 VMAIN = 15.7 r,/SEC
	 VJET = 29.1 M/SEC TMAIN = 645.0 K T
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 29. TEST SECTION V. TMAIN=CONST.. J =
CONTOUR
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1984	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.29. TMAIN=CONST. J=7.07. S/0_2.0
TMAIN = 645.0 K TJET = 313.5 K THEB = 0.1983	 BLORAT= 3.818	 DENRATIO= 2.064 	 TRATIO= 0.486
b,-ba
X/Ho = 0.750
	
X/HO = 1.000
X/DJ = 3.69
	 X/0J = 4.92
	
B V. TMAIN=CONST.. J = 7.07 	 . S/D = 2.00	 . H/D = 4.00
7	 8	 9	 10
0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
^-L Oa	 ff—	 0.0
r
H
Or
CI
t•0
1.6Lt
[N=CONST. J=7.07. S/0=2.0. H/0=4.0
1.0
TWFP13VUW 015T. L8
2- 	 FRAM$
Figure 69
OF POOR  
PARGE jg	 128QUALITY
w(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE
	 0.0500
	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1984	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.^
r
A
OJ
_Q
i
0.0
	
9.0
Ca0 Ca0
1.0
	
1.0
agMMVLKac U101. ua 	 710Nblim 0151. LS
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO-29. TMAIN=CONST. J=7.07. S/0=2
S/0J =	 2.46	 H0/0J = 4.92	 VRATIO = 1.85
	 TRATIO = 0.486	 OENRATIO- 2.064
X/H c 0.50 X/0J x.46	 X/H c 0.75 X/0J :.3.69
r
M
OJ
Oa
C
C
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 29. TEST SECTION V.UNI
OR1GMAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY.	 EO1.A0Ux ERAME)
w(TMAIN—T)/(TMAIN—TJ)
f
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
	
0.0
	 P
r
.e
0
S!I
0.0
1.0
NSVVW DIST. US
.29. TMAIN=CONST. J=7.07. 510=2.0. H/0=4.0
1.0
TW#XVERK DIST. US
L
TRATIO = 0.486
.75 X/BJ x.69
DENRATIO- 2.064	 TMAIN = 645.0 K	 TJET = 313.5 K	 THEB = 0.198
X/H = 1.00 X/BJ =4.92
1
r,TM,
e 	 eae	 e.ee	 tae
I**N—T )/ t TM,,.'— TJ I
7?UliT FR1k  r;
T NO. 29, TEST SECTION V.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 7.07 	 . S/0 =2.00 . H/0 =4.00
Figure 70
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OF pnG jj QUALITY
H
O	 O
a!
iOQ
¢
C G I V1l^
S = :.0508 METERS	 S/OJ = 2."00 HO/DJ = 5.080	 VMAIN = 15.6 'VSEC	 VJET = 56.4 M/SEC MIN = 645.6 K TIA
X/HO = 0.500	 X/HO = 0.750
X/0J = 2.54	 X/0J = 3.81
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 30, TEST SECTION V. TMAIN=CONST.. J
CONTOUR	 1
	
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	
8
VALUE	 0.0500
	
0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3149	 0.3500
	
0.4000
0.0
	 0.0
1.0
	 1.0
IRmo-itwc uio! . cuo
	 IPWORA c uiai. ua
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.30. TMAIN=CONST. J=27.31. S/
JRIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
119mvC M UIOI. LO
r
DIST. ua
TMAIN=CONST. J=27.31. S/0=2.0. H/0=4.0 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
W.4 M/SEC TMAIN = 645.6 K TJET = 313.7 K	 THEB = 0.3149	 BLORAT= 7.549	 OENRATIO= 2.087	 TRATIO= 7.486
I
X/HO = 0.750
	
X/HO = 1.000
	
X/0J = 3.81	 X/oJ = 5.08
ETION V. TMAIN=CONST.. J = 27.31	 . S/O = 2.00	 H10 = 4.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.3149	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
	
0.0	 r 	 0.0
	
1.0
	
1.0
Figure 71
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7-
a
e0
t.0 1.0
T
(TMAIN-T)MMAIN
-TJ)
a
(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 8`
VALUE	 0.0500
	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3149	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.
"awsMm U1151. lire	 TItlWPOW 015T. L'0
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.30, TMHIN=CONST. J=27.31. S!0-2
5/0J =	 2.54	 MO/DJ = 5.08	 VRATIO = 3.62	 TRATIO = 0.486	 OENRATIO_ 2.087	 TMAIN°
X/H : 0.50 X/DJ x.54
	 X/H = 0.75 X/DJ d .01	 A
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 30. TEST SECTION V.UN:
FOWOUl FRAME	
ORIGINAL P.kOE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
0.0
1.0
em	 •.M	 IA
T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
0.3149	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
0.0
a
0
1.0
DIET. VS	 1^
TMAIN=CONST. J=27.31. S/0=2.0. H/0=4.0
r
TMWAVUW 0157. L'S
TIO = 0.486	 DENRATIO= 2.087	 TMAIN = 645.6 K	 TJET = 313.7 K	 THEB = 0.315
X/0J =3.81	 X/M r 1.C7 X/DJ 3.08
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NO. 30. TEST SECTION V.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 27.31 . S/O =2.00 . H/D =4.00
Figure 72
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FOLDOUT
50	 X/HO = 0.500
T	 X/OJ a 4.94
o^
02
^r0
..f
S c 0.0506 METERS	 6/DJ = 4.941 HO/DJ = 9.883	 VMAIN = 16.4 M/SEC	 VJET t 56.6 M/SEC TMAIN = 649.2 K TJE
r
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 31. TEST SECTION VI. TMAIN=CONST . J =
CONTOUR
VALUE
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 6
0.0500	 0.1066	 0.1^6'1	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0
00
0.0
Er
`a0
0.0
t.0	 t.0
Tmonyu BE 015T. Z/S	 lgumvtjm ulei . 9/0
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.31. TMAIN=CONST. J=26.59. 510=4
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
F.OLDOU-1 F_R AME
L.01.0
M/SEC TMAIN = 649.2 K TJET = 319.5 K	 THEB = 0.1066	 BLORAT= 7.421	 DENRATID= 2.072	 TPA TCO= 0.492
b
X/Ho
^v .o.	
'IIIII^IIIIIIIIIII!I ^:.w
LION VI.  TMA IN=CONST . J =26.59
	 . S/D = 4.00	 . M/0 = 8.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
	
0.0	 r-
	
OA
. L/6
	
ImmW um 0161. L0
IN=CONST. J=26.59. 5/0=4.0. M/0=8.0
ORIGINAL PAGE &i g u r E: 73
OF POOR QUAL y 132
r'ULDo UX
e(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)MMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 e
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1066	 0.1250	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3149	 0.2-500
04	 0.0
1.0	 1.0
lrwwfcjm 0161. iii
	 TmwavoiE DIST. I/S
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.31. TMAIN=CONST. J=26.59.
S/DJ c	 4.94	 MO/DJ = 9.88	 VRAT IO c 3.58	 TRAT I O e 0.492	 DENRAT 10= 2.072
X/M = 0.25 X/DJ c2.47	 X/M c 0.50 X/DJ =4.94
5r
b
e	 e
i
COMPARISON BETWEEN OATS AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 31. TEST SECTION VI.UNIEI
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
	
LOW-00: FEE
1
s
ku-A^
"^^	 j%ju^,"v11:►I	 WAS	 948	 am
(TMPIN-T)/ITMAIN-TJ)L
/M IM 1•
T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
6	 7	 e	 9	 10
0.2500	 0.3149	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500
	
OA
	 0.0
OI6T. It's
TMAIN=CONST. J=26.59. S/0=4.0. N/0=8.0
1.0	
-0i	
TIMMISTZAM VLSI. t/i
	
1.0
10 = 0.492	 BENRRT10- 2.072 	 TMRIN = 649.2 K	 TJET _ 319.5 K	 TMEB c 0.107
/DJ :-4.94	 X/M = 1.00 X/OJ as .08
r—J	 •i
y^
	
•
aT 	 •
•
•
. 
31. ZEST SECTION VI.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 26.59 	 SID =4.00	 HID =8.00
Figure 74
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ORIGINAL P.4GE.
 r :OF 
Poon QUALI7'y
X/HO 0 .25U
X/DJ	 2.54
4> --------
x/mo 2 a -sw
X/oJ = 5.cm
ORIGIsm. 
PAC& ra
OF 
1,001t Quato
--0.0508 METERS	 s/Dj = 5.001 H0/0J = 10.163 VMAIN = 16.5 M/SEC	 WET = 116.0 M/6EC TMAIN a 647.0 K
MEASURED THEN PROFJLES FOR TEST NO. 32. TEST SECTION VI. TMPIN=CONST .
CONTLIM
VALUE
rz
d
MAW4W 015T.  L'S
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
0 . 0500	 0.1000	 0.1500
	
0.188e	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000
-70LIC-0	 r	 i "1'	 0.0	 1
1.0
	 1.0
Ip WLPWL W661. L0
MEASURED InETP CONTOURS FOR TEST NO-32. TMAIN=CONST. .1=107.8-
F M/SEC TMAIN = 647.0 K TJET = 921.2 K THEE = 0.1887	 BLORAT= 15.297 OENRATIO= 2.176	 TRATIO= 0.496
O-SMXIHO^v 5.08^^1111 ^^^ w ., ^
9
i
i 	
^	 \
VI. TMAIN=CONST . J = 107.76 . S/0 = 4.00
	 . H/0 = 8.CO
F6
	 7	 8	 9	 10
	
0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
	
---1 0.0	 r
F
r
b
OJ
	
1.0
	
1.0
PT. US	 1PUMMnac UIDI. UD
ISIN=CONST. J=lC7.8. S/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
Figure 75
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(TMAlN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE
	
0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1888	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000
—1 0.8	 1	 1	 1 - 1 V.
K
O
oQ
_^
i
1.0
4
OJ
C
t..
THF96VOW DIST. LS	 TTVIFMM DIST. VS
PREOICTEO THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.32. TMAIN=CONST. J=107.8. S/D=
5/13J =
	 5.08	 ta/OJ = 10.16	 VRAT I O = 7.04 	 TRAT IO = 0.496	 OENRAT I O= 2.176	 TIy
X/M = 0.25 X/OJ 1.54
	 X/H = 0.50 X/OJ x.08
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 32. TEST SECTION VI.UNII
EULDOUT F t,:1 _^-
URIGiViAL PACE IS
OF POOR, QUALITY
I"	 ..0	 Im
T) /(TMAIN-TJ) ZFOLDOUT FRAAIL(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
	
0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.1c000
M
JO
oQi
C
	
DIST. t1S  	 T 404VERN 01ST. L'S
TMAIN=CONST. J=107.8. 5/0=4.0. H10=8.0
TIO = 0.496	 OEWFI T I 0= 2.176	 TMAIN = 647.0 K	 TJET = 321.2 K	 TWB = 0.189
	
X/DJ x.08	 X/M = 1.00 X!0.' =10.16
1
0.0
1.0
NO. 32. TEST SECTION VI.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 107.76 . S/0 =4.00 . H/0 =8.00
Figure 76
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OF POOP; QUALITY
5 = 0.0508 METERS
	 S/0J = 2.500 NO/OJ = 5.001
	 VMAIN = 16.3 PVSEC	 VJET = 29.5 M/SEC TMAIN = 649.8 K TJEX
cl>--
]0	 X/HO = 0.750
X/OJ = 3.75
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 33. TEST SECTION VI. TMAIN=CONST . J =71
CONTOUR
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8
VALUE
	
0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1969	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3560	 0.4000	 0.
!	 1,T 0.0	 0.0
b
OJ
p_ia
R
1.0
b
OJJ
C
1.0
llumvUw[ ulai. fora	 11qMM"L usal. f/a
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.33. TMAIN=CONST. J=7.05. S/0=2.0
OF POOR QUALITY
rulpUtJl a-AME
FOLD OTJ—
OF
ORIGINAL PjjGE tS
QUALITYTRPt MSE DIST. LS
OA
l.0
M/SEC TMAIN = 649.8 K TJET = 301.3 K THEB = 0.1969	 BIORAT= 3.903	 OENRATIO= 2.165	 TRAT10= 0.464
X/HO = 0.750	 kiHO a 1.000
X/0J = 3.75	 X/OJ = 5.00
VI. TMAIN=CONST . J = 7.05 	 . S/0 = 2.00 	. H/0 - 4.00
6	 7	 8	 9	 10
.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.4500	 0.5000
0.0
s
q
O
C
l d 1.0
LIN=CONST. J=7.05. S/0=2.0. H/D=4.0
Figure 71
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(TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1969	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.49
EST
o^
0.0
tij
ijumvtjm p lot. 103	 iRNbMM 015T. 1/5
PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.33. TMA!N=CONST. J=7.05. 6 /0=2.0,
S/DJ	 2.50
	
HO/DJ r 5.00	 VRATIO c 1.80	 TRRTIO c 0.464
	
DENRATIO- 2.165 	 TMAIN
X/H c 0.50 X/DJ x.50
	
X/H = 0.75 X/DJ x.75
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COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 33. TEST SECTION VI.UNIFOR
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Tl/ITMAIN-TJ) 	 (TMAIN-T)/(TMAIN-TJ)
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GIST. US
. TMAIN=CONST. J-7.05. 5/0-2.0. H/0-4.0
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TN09VEM 016T. US
IO = 0.464	 OENRATIO- 2.165	 TMAIN = 649.6 K	 TJET = 301.3 K	 THEE = 0.197
, (..J =3.75	 X/H = 1.00 X/OJ a5.00
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NO. 33. TEST SECTION VI.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 7.05 	 S/0 -2.00	 H/0 -4.00
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S = 0.0508 fiETERS 	 S/0J = 2.561 H0/OJ = 5.122	 MAIN = 16.2 M/SEC
	
VJET = 55.9 M/SEC TMAIN = 650.8 K
Y
X/HO = 0.500
	 X/HO = 0.750
X/OJ = 2.56	 X/OJ = 3.84
n
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MERSUREO THETP PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 34. TEST SECTION VI. TMAIN=CONST . J
CONTOUR
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MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.34, TMRIN=CONST. J=26.4. B/D=
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TMAIN = 650 .8 K TJET = 296.9 K	 THEB = 0.3144	
BLORRT= 7.657	 OENRRTIO= 2.225 	 TRRTIO= 0.456
X/HO = 0.750
X/DJ = 3.84
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CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 B	 9
VALUE
	 0.0500
	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500
	 0.3144	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.41
E
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PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.34. TMRIN=CONST. J-26.4, S/0-2.0
5/DJ =	 2.56	 H0/0J = S.12	 VRATIO = 3.44
	 TRATIO = 0.456
	 DENRATIO-- 2.225	 TMAIN
X/M s 0.50 X/DJ x.56	 X/M = 0.75 )(/DJ :3.84
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TEST NO. 34. TEST SECTION VI.UNIF01
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IIJ =3.84
	 X/H = 1.00 X/0.: M5.12
j-T)/(TMAIN-TJ) (TMAIN-T)MMAIN-TJ)
. 34. TEST SECTION VI.UNIFORM TMAIN. J = 26.40 . S/D =2.00 . H/O =4.00
Figure 80
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MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 35. TEST SECTION V. TOP COLD	 . J
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1002	 0.1500	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000
Y
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	 TPV*BVVW GIST. US
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.35 . TOP COLD 4
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OF POOR QUALITY1.0► 	 9151.
.9 M/SEC TMRIN = 561.4 K TAT = 307.6 K 	 THEE = 0.1002	 BLORAT= 6.977	 DENRRTIO= 1.864	 TRRTI0-0.548
ION V. TOP COLD	 . J = 26.82	 . S/0 = 4.00	 . H/O = 8.00
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0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000	 0.3500	 0.4000	 0.5000	 0.6000	 0.7000
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Figure 81
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(TMAX-T)/(TMAX-TJ) (TMAX-T)/(TMAX-1
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 35, TOP COLD, J
S/OJ =	 4.96	 HO/0J = 9.92
	
VRATIO = 3.79	 TRATIO = 0.548	 OENRATIO=1.864	 TMAIN
X/H = 0.26 X/DJ x.46
	
X/H = 1. 10 X/DJ x.92
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Figure 82
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FOR TEST NO. 35. TOP COLD, J=26.82. S/D=4.0 H/0=8.0
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S = 0.0508 METERS	 S/OJ = 5.163 H0/0J = 10.327 VMAIN = 18.8 M/SEC	 VJET = 139.1 M/SEC TMAIN = 568.7 K TA
MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 36. TEST SECTION V. TOP COLD 	 . J
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1000	 0.1500	 0.1768	 0.2500	 0.3000
0.0
MEASURED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.36. TOP COLD 4
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8.1 M/SEC TMAIN = 568.2 K TJET = 305.2 K THEE = 0.1768
	
BLORRT= 14.583 0ENRATI0= 2.012
	
TRATI0m0.537
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FION V. TOP COLO	 . J = 109.80 . S/O = 4.00
	 . H/O = 8.00
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Figure 83
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PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 36, TOP
0.0
a0
S/0J =	 5.16
X/H = 0.25 X/0J x.58
(TMAX-T)/(TMAX-TJ)
H0/0J = 10.33	 VRA T I O = 7.39	 TRAT I O = 0.537	 0ENRAT I0= 2.012
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FOR TEST NO. 36, TOP COLD. J=109.8. S/0=4.0 H/0=8.0
0.537	 OENRATI0= 2.012 	 TMAIN = 568.2 K 	 TJET = 305.2 K	 THEE = 0.101
X/H = 1.00 X/0J =10.33
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36, TEST SECTION V. TOP COLD . J = 109.80 . S/D =4.00 . H/D =8.00
Figure 84
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MEASURED THETA PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 37, TEST SECTION V. TOP HOT
	 . J =1
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE
	 0.0500	 0.0641	 0.1500
	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000
1.0
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MEASURED THETR CONTOURS FOR TEST N0.37. TOP HOT,
TMRIN = 417.3 K TJET = 319.0 K	 THEB = 0.0641	 BLORRT= 3.850
	
OENRRTIO= 1.316
	
TRRTIO= 0.764
6 ..d
V. TOP HOT	 . J = 8.51	 . S/0 = 4.00	 . H/0 = 8.00
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TEST N0.37. TOP Hui. J=8.51, S/0=4.0. H/0=8.0
Figure 85
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VALUE
	 0.0500	 0.0641	 0.1500
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PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 37, TOP HO
S/DJ -	 4.70
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ 1.35
(TMAX-T)/(TMAX-TJ)
H0/0J = 9.40	 VRATIO = 2.54	 TRATIO = 0.764	 DENRATI0-1.316
	 TMA14
X/H a 1.00 X/0J
(TMAX-T)/(TMA
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6 FOR TEST NO. 37, TOP HOT. J=8.51, S/D=4.0 H/0=8.0
0.764	 OENRATIO=1.316	 T(1AIN = 417.3 K	 TJET = 319.0 K	 THEE = 0.014
X/H = 1.00 X/OJ x.40
(TMAX—T)/(TMFIX—TJ)
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1. 37. TEST SECTION V. TOP	 HOT . J = 8.51	 . S/O =4.00 . H/O _8.00
Figure 86
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MEASURED THETR PROFILES FOR TEST NO. 38, TEST SECTION V. TOP HOT
	 . J = 30J
CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
VALUE	 0.0500	 0.1067	 0.1560	 0.2000	 0.2500	 0.3000
	 0.
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MERSUREO THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO.38. TOP HOT.
fVSEC TMAIN = 416.1 K TJET = 314.5 K 	 THEE = C.1067	 BLORAT= 7.163	 DENRATIO= 1.356 	 TRATIO= 0.750
X/HO = 1.000
X/OJ = 9.85
V, TOP K9T	 . J = 30.24	 . S/D = 4.00	 . H/O = 8.00
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TEST N0.38. TOP HOT. J=30.24, S/0=4.0, H/0=8.0
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CONTOUR	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
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PREDICTED THETA CONTOURS FOR TEST NO. 38. TOP
S/DJ =	 4.93	 NO/DJ = 9.85	 VRATIO = 4.72	 TRATIO = 0.756	 DENRRTI0--1.356	 Tj
X/H = 0.25 X/DJ x.46	 X/H = 1.00 X/DJ
(TMAX-T)/(Il
COMPARISON BETWEEN DATA AND CORRELATIONS FOR TES' NO. 38. TEST SECTION V.
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TRATIO = 0.756	 0ENRATIN-1-356	 VIRIN = 416.1 K
X/H = 1.00 X/BJ =9.85
(TMAX-T)/(TMAX-TJ)
TJET = 314.5 K	 THEE = 0.023
ZI'()I.D' , LFRAKE
T NO. 38. TEST SECTION V. TOP	 HOT - J = 30-24 , 5/0 =4-00 . H/O =8.00
Figure 88
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF SYMBOLS
A	 test section cross-sectional area at survey plane
D	 geometric orifice diameter
Dj
	effective orifice diameter
Ho
 duct height at the jet injection plane
H	 local duct height at the survey plane
J	 momentum ratio(Pi VjZ mVm2
Pt stagnation pressure
Ps static pressure
S	 orifice spacing
T	 temperature
V	 velocity
X	 X direction, parallel to duct axis
y	 y direction, parallel to orifice centerline (radial direc-
tion)
Z	 Z direction, normal to duct axis (transverse direction)
Greek
6	 temperature difference ratio
P	 density
a	 jet injection angle
Subscripts
av average
EB equilibrium value
j	 jet property
max maximum
m	 cross-flow property, average value
t
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